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The following Conditions of Sale, as amended by any 
published or posted notices or verbal announcements 
during the sale, constitute the entire terms and 
conditions on which property listed in the catalog shall 
be offered for sale or sold by Bonhams & Butterfields 
Auctioneers Corp. and any consignor of such property 
for whom we act as agent.  If live online bidding is 
available for the subject auction, additional terms and 
conditions of sale relating to online bidding will apply; 
see www.bonhams.com/WebTerms for the supplemental 
terms.  As used herein, “Bonhams,” “we” and “us” refer 
to Bonhams & Butterfields Auctioneers Corp. 

1. As used herein, the term “bid price” means the 
price at which a lot is successfully knocked down to 
the purchaser. The term “purchase price” means the 
aggregate of (a) the bid price, (b) a PREMIUM retained 
by us and payable by the purchaser EQUAL TO 25% 
OF THE FIRST $100,000 OF THE BID PRICE, 20% OF 
THE AMOUNT OF THE BID PRICE ABOVE $100,000 
UP TO AND INCLUDING $2,000,000, AND 12% OF 
THE AMOUNT OF THE BID PRICE OVER $2,000,000, 
and (c) unless the purchaser is exempt by law from 
the payment thereof, any California, Arizona, Colorado, 
Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, 
Nevada, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington, 
D.C., Washington state, or other state or local sales tax 
(or compensating use tax) and other applicable taxes.

2. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, the highest 
bidder shall have purchased the offered lot in accordance 
and subject to compliance with all of the conditions set 
forth herein and (a) assumes full risk and responsibility 
therefor, (b) if requested will sign a confirmation of 
purchase, and (c) will pay the purchase price in full or 
such part as we may require for all lots purchased.  No 
lot may be transferred.  Any person placing a bid as 
agent on behalf of another (whether or not such person 
has disclosed that fact or the identity of the principal) 
may be jointly and severally liable with the principal under 
any contract resulting from the acceptance of a bid.

Unless otherwise agreed, payment in good funds is 
due and payable within five (5) business days following 
the auction sale. Whenever the purchaser pays only 
a part of the total purchase price for one or more lots 
purchased, we may apply such payments, in our sole 
discretion, to the lot or lots we choose.  Payment will 
not be deemed made in full until we have collected 
good funds for all amounts due.  

Payment for purchases may be made in or by (a) cash, 
(b) cashier’s check or money order, (c) personal check 
with approved credit drawn on a U.S. bank, (d) wire 
transfer or other immediate bank transfer, or (e) Visa, 
MasterCard, American Express or Discover credit, charge 
or debit card.  A processing fee will be assessed on any 
returned checks.  Please note that the amount of cash 
notes and cash equivalents that can be accepted from a 
given purchaser may be limited. 

The purchaser grants us a security interest in the property, 
and we may retain as collateral security for the purchaser’s 
obligations to us, any property and all monies held or 
received by us for the account of the purchaser, in our 
possession.  We retain all rights of a secured party 
under the California Commercial Code.  If the foregoing 
conditions or any other applicable conditions herein 
are not complied with, in addition to other remedies 
available to us and the consignor by law, including without 
limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the 
purchase price, we at our option may either (a) cancel the 
sale, retaining as liquidated damages all payments made 
by the purchaser or (b) resell the property, either publicly or 
privately, and in such event the purchaser shall be liable for 

the payment of any deficiency plus all costs and expenses 
of both sales, our commission at our standard rates, all 
other charges due hereunder, attorneys’ fees, expenses 
and incidental damages.  In addition, where two or more 
amounts are owed in respect of different transactions by 
the purchaser to us, to Bonhams 1793 Limited and/or to 
any of our other affiliates, subsidiaries or parent companies 
worldwide within the Bonhams Group, we reserve the right 
to apply any monies paid in respect of a transaction to 
discharge any amount owed by the purchaser.  If all fees, 
commissions, premiums, bid price and other sums due to 
us from the purchaser are not paid promptly as provided 
in these Conditions of Sale, we reserve the right to impose 
a finance charge equal to 1.5% per month on all amounts 
due to us beginning on the 31st day following the sale 
until payment is received, in addition to other remedies 
available to us by law.

3. We reserve the right to withdraw any property and 
to divide and combine lots at any time before such 
property’s auction. Unless otherwise announced by the 
auctioneer at the time of sale, all bids are per lot as 
numbered in the catalog and no lots shall be divided or 
combined for sale.

4. We reserve the right to reject a bid from any bidder, to 
split any bidding increment, and to advance the bidding 
in any manner the auctioneer may decide. In the event 
of any dispute between bidders, or in the event the 
auctioneer doubts the validity of any bid, the auctioneer 
shall have sole and final discretion either to determine 
the successful bidder or to re-offer and resell the article 
in dispute. If any dispute arises after the sale, our sales 
records shall be conclusive in all respects. 

5. If we are prevented by fire, theft or any other reason 
whatsoever from delivering any property to the purchaser 
or a sale otherwise cannot be completed, our liability 
shall be limited to the sum actually paid therefor 
by the purchaser and shall in no event include any 
compensatory, incidental or consequential damages. 

6. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve, we may 
implement such reserve by bidding on behalf of the 
consignor, whether by opening bidding or continuing 
bidding in response to other bidders until reaching the 
reserve.  If we have an interest in an offered lot and the 
proceeds therefrom other than our commissions, we may 
bid therefor to protect such interest. CONSIGNORS ARE 
NOT ALLOWED TO BID ON THEIR OWN ITEMS.

7. All statements contained in the catalog or in any bill 
of sale, condition report, invoice or elsewhere as to 
authorship, period, culture, source, origin, measurement, 
quality, rarity, provenance, importance, exhibition and 
literature of historical relevance, or physical condition 
ARE QUALIFIED STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND NOT 
REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. No employee or 
agent of Bonhams is authorized to make on our behalf or 
on that of the consignor any representation or warranty, 
oral or written, with respect to any property.

8. All purchased property shall be removed from the 
premises at which the sale is conducted by the date(s) 
and time(s) set forth in the “Buyer’s Guide” portion of 
the catalog.  If not so removed, daily storage fees will 
be payable to us by the purchaser as set forth therein.  
We reserve the right to transfer property not so removed 
to an offsite warehouse at the purchaser’s risk and 
expense, as set forth in more detail in the “Buyer’s 
Guide.”  Accounts must be settled in full before property 
will be released.  Packing and handling of purchased lots 
are the responsibility of the purchaser.  Bonhams can 
provide packing and shipping services for certain items 
as noted in the “Buyer’s Guide” section of the catalog.  

9. The copyright in the text of the catalog and the 
photographs, digital images and illustrations of lots in the 
catalog belong to Bonhams or its licensors.  You will not 
reproduce or permit anyone else to reproduce such text, 
photographs, digital images or illustrations without our 
prior written consent. 

10. These Conditions of Sale shall bind the successors 
and assigns of all bidders and purchasers and inure to 
the benefit of our successors and assigns.  No waiver, 
amendment or modification of the terms hereof (other 
than posted notices or oral announcements during the 
sale) shall bind us unless specifically stated in writing 
and signed by us.  If any part of these Conditions of Sale 
is for any reason invalid or unenforceable, the rest shall 
remain valid and enforceable. 

11. These Conditions of Sale and the purchaser’s and 
our respective rights and obligations hereunder are 
governed by the laws of the State of California.  By 
bidding at an auction, each purchaser and bidder agrees 
to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.  Any dispute, 
controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this 
agreement, or the breach, termination or validity thereof, 
brought by or against Bonhams (but not including 
claims brought against the consignor by the purchaser 
of lots consigned hereunder) shall be resolved by the 
procedures set forth below.

MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES

(a) Within 30 days of written notice that there is a 
dispute, the parties or their authorized and empowered 
representatives shall meet by telephone and/or in 
person to mediate their differences.  If the parties agree, 
a mutually acceptable mediator shall be selected and 
the parties will equally share such mediator’s fees.  The 
mediator shall be a retired judge or an attorney familiar 
with commercial law and trained in or qualified by 
experience in handling mediations.  Any communications 
made during the mediation process shall not be 
admissible in any subsequent arbitration, mediation or 
judicial proceeding. All proceedings and any resolutions 
thereof shall be confidential, and the terms governing 
arbitration set forth in paragraph (c) below shall govern. 

(b) If mediation does not resolve all disputes between 
the parties, or in any event no longer than 60 days 
after receipt of the written notice of dispute referred 
to above, the parties shall submit the dispute for 
binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator.  
Such arbitrator shall be a retired judge or an attorney 
familiar with commercial law and trained in or qualified 
by experience in handling arbitrations.  Such arbitrator 
shall make all appropriate disclosures required by 
law.  The arbitrator shall be drawn from a panel of a 
national arbitration service agreed to by the parties, 
and shall be selected as follows: (i) If the national 
arbitration service has specific rules or procedures, 
those rules or procedures shall be followed; (ii) If 
the national arbitration service does not have rules 
or procedures for the selection of an arbitrator, the 
arbitrator shall be an individual jointly agreed to by 
the parties.  If the parties cannot agree on a national 
arbitration service, the arbitration shall be conducted 
by the American Arbitration Association, and the 
arbitrator shall be selected in accordance with the 
Rules of the American Arbitration Association.  The 
arbitrator’s award shall be in writing and shall set forth 
findings of fact and legal conclusions. 

(c) Unless otherwise agreed to by the parties or provided 
by the published rules of the national arbitration service: 

(i) the arbitration shall occur within 60 days following the 
selection of the arbitrator; 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE - CONTINUED

(ii) the arbitration shall be conducted in the designated 
location, as follows:  (A) in any case in which the subject 
auction by Bonhams took place or was scheduled to 
take place in the State of New York or Connecticut or the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the arbitration shall 
take place in New York City, New York; (B) in all other 
cases, the arbitration shall take place in the city of San 
Francisco, California; and 

(iii) discovery and the procedure for the arbitration shall 
be as follows: 

(A) All arbitration proceedings shall be confidential; 

(B) The parties shall submit written briefs to the arbitrator 
no later than 15 days before the arbitration commences; 

(C) Discovery, if any, shall be limited as follows: (I) 
Requests for no more than 10 categories of documents, 
to be provided to the requesting party within 14 
days of written request therefor; (II) No more than 
two (2) depositions per party, provided however, the 
deposition(s) are to be completed within one (1) day; 
(III) Compliance with the above shall be enforced by the 
arbitrator in accordance with California law; 

(D) Each party shall have no longer than eight (8) 
hours to present its position. The entire hearing before 
the arbitrator shall not take longer than three (3) 
consecutive days; 

(E) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 
days following the end of the proceeding.  Judgment 
upon the award rendered by the arbitrator may be 
entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof.  

To the fullest extent permitted by law, and except as 
required by applicable arbitration rules, each party shall 
bear its own attorneys’ fees and costs in connection with 
the proceedings and shall share equally the fees and 
expenses of the arbitrator.

LIMITED RIGHT OF RESCISSION 

If within one (1) year from the date of sale, the original 
purchaser (a) gives written notice to us alleging that the 
identification of Authorship (as defined below) of such lot 
as set forth in the BOLD TYPE heading of the catalog 
description of such lot (as amended by any saleroom 
notices or verbal announcements during the sale) is 
not substantially correct based on a fair reading of the 
catalog (including the terms of any glossary contained 
therein), and (b) within 10 days after such notice returns 
the lot to us in the same condition as at the time of 
sale, and (c) establishes the allegation in the notice to 
our satisfaction (including by providing one or more 
written opinions by recognized experts in the field, as 
we may reasonably require), then the sale of such lot will 
be rescinded and, unless we have already paid to the 
consignor monies owed him in connection with the sale, 
the original purchase price will be refunded. 

If, prior to receiving such notice from the original purchaser 
alleging such defect, we have paid the consignor monies 
owed him in connection with the sale, we shall pay 
the original purchaser the amount of our commissions, 
any other sale proceeds to which we are entitled and 
applicable taxes received from the purchaser on the sale 
and make demand on the consignor to pay the balance 
of the original purchase price to the original purchaser. 
Should the consignor fail to pay such amount promptly, 
we may disclose the identity of the consignor and assign 
to the original purchaser our rights against the consignor 
with respect to the lot the sale of which is sought to be 
rescinded. Upon such disclosure and assignment, any 
liability of Bonhams as consignor’s agent with respect to 
said lot shall automatically terminate. 

The foregoing limited right of rescission is available to the 
original purchaser only and may not be assigned to or 
relied upon by any subsequent transferee of the property 
sold. The purchaser hereby accepts the benefit of the 
consignor’s warranty of title and other representations 
and warranties made by the consignor for the 
purchaser’s benefit.  Nothing in this section shall be 
construed as an admission by us of any representation 
of fact, express or implied, obligation or responsibility 
with respect to any lot. THE PURCHASER’S SOLE AND 
EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AGAINST BONHAMS FOR ANY 

REASON WHATSOEVER IS THE LIMITED RIGHT OF 
RESCISSION DESCRIBED IN THIS SECTION. 

“Authorship” means only the identity of the creator, the 
period, culture and source or origin of the lot, as the 
case may be, as set forth in the BOLD TYPE heading of 
the print catalog entry. The right of rescission does not 
extend to: (a) works of art executed before 1870 (unless 
these works are determined to be counterfeits created 
since 1870), as this is a matter of current scholarly 
opinion which can change; (b) titles, descriptions, or 
other identification of offered lots, which information 
normally appears in lower case type below the BOLD 
TYPE heading identifying the Authorship; (c) Authorship 
of any lot where it was specifically mentioned that 
there exists a conflict of specialist or scholarly opinion 
regarding the Authorship of the lot at the time of sale; (d) 
Authorship of any lot which as of the date of sale was in 
accordance with the then generally-accepted opinion of 
scholars and specialists regarding the same; or (e) the 
identification of periods or dates of creation in catalog 
descriptions which may be proven inaccurate by means 
of scientific processes that are not generally accepted 
for use until after publication of the catalog in which the 
property is offered or that were unreasonably expensive 
or impractical to use at the time of such publication. 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED ABOVE, ALL 
PROPERTY IS SOLD “AS IS.” NEITHER BONHAMS NOR 
THE CONSIGNOR MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION 
OR WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS OR CONDITION OF 
THE PROPERTY OR AS TO THE CORRECTNESS 
OF DESCRIPTION, GENUINENESS, ATTRIBUTION, 
PROVENANCE OR PERIOD OF THE PROPERTY OR 
AS TO WHETHER THE PURCHASER ACQUIRES ANY 
COPYRIGHTS OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
RIGHTS IN LOTS SOLD OR AS TO WHETHER A WORK 
OF ART IS SUBJECT TO THE ARTIST’S MORAL RIGHTS 
OR OTHER RESIDUAL RIGHTS OF THE ARTIST.  THE 
PURCHASER EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGES AND 
AGREES THAT IN NO EVENT SHALL BONHAMS BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES INCLUDING, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, ANY COMPENSATORY, INCIDENTAL OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

as “photo auction estimate”. Alternatively, you can submit your 
request using our online form at www.bonhams.com/us. Digital 
images may be attached to the form. Please limit your images to no 
more than five (5) per item.

CONSIGNING YOUR PROPERTY

After you receive an estimate, you may consign your property to us for 
sale in the next appropriate auction. Our staff assists you throughout 
the process, arranging transportation of your items to our galleries 
(at the consignor’s expense), providing a detailed inventory of your 
consignment, and reporting the prices realized for each lot. We provide 
secure storage for your property in our warehouses and all items are 
insured throughout the auction process. You will receive payment for 
your property approximately 35 days after completion of sale.

Sales commissions vary with the potential auction value of the 
property and the particular auction in which the property is offered. 
Please call us for commission rates. 

PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL SERVICES

Bonhams’ specialists conduct insurance and fair market value 
appraisals for private collectors, corporations, museums, fiduciaries 
and government entities on a daily basis. Insurance appraisals, used 
for insurance purposes, reflect the cost of replacing property in 
today’s retail market. Fair market value appraisals are used for estate, 

tax and family division purposes and reflect prices paid by a willing 
buyer to a willing seller.

When we conduct a private appraisal, our specialists will prepare a 
thorough inventory listing of all your appraised property by category. 
Valuations, complete descriptions and locations of items are included 
in the documentation.

Appraisal fees vary according to the nature of the collection, the 
amount of work involved, the travel distance, and whether the 
property is subsequently consigned for auction. 

Our appraisers are available to help you anywhere and at any time. 
Please call our Client Services Department to schedule an appraisal.

ESTATE SERVICES

Since 1865, Bonhams has been serving the needs of fiduciaries – 
lawyers, trust officers, accountants and executors – in the disposition 
of large and small estates. Our services are specially designed to aid 
in the efficient appraisal and disposition of fine art, antiques, jewelry, 
and collectibles. We offer a full range of estate services, ranging from 
flexible financial terms to tailored accounting for heirs and their agents 
to world-class marketing and sales support.

For more information or to obtain a detailed Trust and Estates 
package, please visit our website at www.bonhams.com/us or 
contact our Client Services Department.

SELLING AT AUCTION

Bonhams can help you every step of the way when you are ready to 
sell art, antiques and collectible items at auction. Our regional offices 
and representatives throughout the US are available to service all of 
your needs. Should you have any further questions, please visit our 
website at www.bonhams.com/us for more information or call our 
Client Services Department at +1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 23550.

AUCTION ESTIMATES

The first step in the auction process is to determine the auction value 
of your property. Bonhams’ world-renowned specialists will evaluate 
your special items at no charge and in complete confidence. You can 
obtain an auction estimate in many ways:

• Attend one of our Auction Appraisal Events held regularly at our 
galleries and in other major metropolitan areas. The updated 
schedule for Bonhams Auction Appraisal Events is available at 
www.bonhams.com/us.

• Call our Client Services Department to schedule a private appointment 
at one of our galleries. If you have a large collection, our specialists can 
travel, by appointment, to evaluate your property on site. 

• Send clear photographs to us of each individual item, including 
item dimensions and other pertinent information with each picture. 
Photos should be sent to Bonhams’ address in envelopes marked 

SELLER’S GUIDE



BIDDING & BUYING AT AUCTION
Whether you are an experienced bidder or an enthusiastic 
novice, auctions provide a stimulating atmosphere unlike 
any other. Bonhams previews and sales are free and open 
to the public. As you will find in these directions, bidding 
and buying at auction is easy and exciting. Should you have 
any further questions, please visit our website at www.
bonhams.com or call our Client Services Department at 
+1 (800) 223 2854 ext. 3550.

Catalogs
Before each auction we publish illustrated catalogs. Our 
catalogs provide descriptions and estimated values for 
each “lot.” A lot may refer to a single item or to a group 
of items auctioned together. The catalogs also include 
the dates and the times for the previews and auctions. 
We offer our catalogs by subscription or by single copy. 
For information on subscribing to our catalogs, you may 
refer to the subscription form in this catalog, call our 
Client Services Department, or visit our website at www.
bonhams.com/us.

Previews
Auction previews are your chance to inspect each lot prior 
to the auction. We encourage you to look closely and 
examine each object on which you may want to bid so 
that you will know as much as possible about it. Except 
as expressly set forth in the Conditions of Sale, items are 
sold “as is” and with all faults; illustrations in our catalogs, 
website and other materials are provided for identification 
only. At the previews, our staff is always available to answer 
your questions and guide you through the auction process. 
Condition reports may be available upon request.

Estimates
Bonhams catalogs include low and high value estimates 
for each lot, exclusive of the buyer’s premium and tax. The 
estimates are provided as an approximate guide to current 
market value based primarily on previous auction results 
for comparable pieces, and should not be interpreted as a 
representation or prediction of actual selling prices. They 
are determined well in advance of a sale and are subject to 
revision. Please contact us should you have any questions 
about value estimates.

Reserves
Unless indicated by the ¤ symbol next to the lot number, 
which denotes no reserve, all lots in the catalog are subject 
to a reserve. The reserve is the minimum auction price that 
the consignor is willing to accept for a lot. This amount is 
confidential and does not exceed the low estimate value. 

Auction House’s Interest in Property Offered at Auction
On occasion, Bonhams may offer property in which it has 
an ownership interest in whole or in part or otherwise has 
an economic interest. Such property, if any, is identified in 
the catalog with a  symbol next to the lot number(s).

Bonhams may also offer property for a consignor that 
has been guaranteed a minimum price for its property 
by Bonhams or jointly by Bonhams and a third party.  
Bonhams and any third parties providing a guarantee 
may benefit financially if the guaranteed property is sold 
successfully and may incur a financial loss if its sale is not 
successful.  Such property, if any, is identified in the catalog 
with a  symbol next to the lot number(s).

Bidding at Auction
At Bonhams, you can bid in many ways: in person, via 
absentee bid, over the phone, or via Bonhams’ live online 
bidding facility. Absentee bids can be submitted in person, 
online, via fax or via email. 

Valid Bonhams client accounts are required to participate 
in bidding activity. You can obtain registration information 
online, at the reception desk or by calling our Client 
Services Department. 

By bidding at auction, whether in person or by agent, by 
absentee bid, telephone, online or other means, the buyer 
or bidder agrees to be bound by the Conditions of Sale. 

Lots are auctioned in consecutive numerical order as 
they appear in the catalog. Bidding normally begins 
below the low estimate. The auctioneer will accept bids 
from interested parties present in the saleroom, from 
telephone bidders, and from absentee bidders who have 
left written bids in advance of the sale. The auctioneer may 
also execute bids on behalf of the consignor by placing 
responsive or consecutive bids for a lot up to the amount of 
the reserve, but never above it. 

We assume no responsibility for failure to execute bids for 
any reason whatsoever.

In Person
If you are planning to bid at auction for the first time, you 
will need to register at the reception desk in order to receive 
a numbered bid card. To place a bid, hold up your card 
so that the auctioneer can clearly see it. Decide on the 
maximum auction price that you wish to pay, exclusive of 
buyer’s premium and tax, and continue bidding until your 
bid prevails or you reach your limit. If you are the successful 
bidder on a lot, the auctioneer will acknowledge your 
paddle number and bid amount.

Absentee Bids
As a service to those wishing to place bids, we may at 
our discretion accept bids without charge in advance 
of auction online or in writing on bidding forms available 
from us. “Buy” bids will not be accepted; all bids must 
state the highest bid price the bidder is willing to pay. 
Our auction staff will try to bid just as you would, with 
the goal of obtaining the item at the lowest bid price 
possible. In the event identical bids are submitted, the 
earliest bid submitted will take precedence. Absentee 
bids shall be executed in competition with other absentee 
bids, any applicable reserve, and bids from other auction 
participants. A friend or agent may place bids on your 
behalf, provided that we have received your written 
authorization prior to the sale. Absentee bid forms are 
available in our catalogs, online at www.bonhams.com/
us, at offsite auction locations, and at our San Francisco, 
Los Angeles and New York galleries.

By Telephone 
Under special circumstances, we can arrange for you to 
bid by telephone. To arrange for a telephone bid, please 
contact our Client Services Department a minimum of 24 
hours prior to the sale. 

Online
We offer live online bidding for most auctions and accept 
absentee bids online for all our auctions. Please visit www.
bonhams.com/us for details.

Bid Increments
Bonhams generally uses the following increment multiples as 
bidding progresses:
$50-200 .........................................by $10s 
$200-500 .......................................by $20/50/80s  
$500-1,000 ....................................by $50s 
$1,000-2,000 .................................by $100s 
$2,000-5,000 .................................by $200/500/800s 
$5,000-10,000… ............................by $500s 
$10,000-20,000 .............................by $1,000s 
$20,000-50,000 .............................by $2,000/5,000/8,000s 
$50,000-100,000 ...........................by $5,000s 
$100,000-200,000 .........................by $10,000s 
above $200,000 .............................at auctioneer’s discretion

The auctioneer may split or reject any bid at any time 
at his or her discretion as outlined in the Conditions 
of Sale. 

Currency Converter 
Solely for the convenience of bidders, a currency converter 
may be provided at Bonhams’ auctions. The rates quoted 
for conversion of other currencies to U.S. Dollars are 
indications only and should not be relied upon by a bidder, 
and neither Bonhams nor its agents shall be responsible for 
any errors or omissions in the operation or accuracy of the 
currency converter.

Buyer’s Premium 
A buyer’s premium is added to the winning bid price of 
each individual lot purchased, at the rates set forth in the 
Conditions of Sale. The winning bid price plus the premium 
constitute the purchase price for the lot. Applicable sales 
taxes are computed based on this figure, and the total 
becomes your final purchase price.

Unless specifically illustrated and noted, fine art frames are 
not included in the estimate or purchase price. Bonhams 
accepts no liability for damage or loss to frames during 
storage or shipment.

All sales are final and subject to the Conditions of Sale 
found in our catalogs, on our website, and available at the 
reception desk.

Payment 
All buyers are asked to pay and pick up by 3pm on the 
business day following the auction. Payment may be 
made to Bonhams by cash, checks drawn on a U.S. 
bank, money order, wire transfer, or by Visa, MasterCard, 
American Express or Discover credit or charge card or 
debit card. All items must be paid for within 5 business 
days of the sale. Please note that payment by personal or 
business check may result in property not b eing released 
until purchase funds clear our bank. For payments sent by 
mail, please remit to Cashier Department, 220 San Bruno 
Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103.

Sales Tax
California, Arizona, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, 
Georgia, Illinois, Nevada, New York, Massachus etts, 
Pennsylvania, Texas, Washington state and Washington 
DC residents must pay applicable sales tax. Other state 
or local taxes (or compensating use taxes) may apply. 
Sales tax will be automatically added to the invoice unless 
a valid resale number has been furnished or the property 
is shipped via common carrier to destinations outside the 
states listed above.

Shipping & Removal
Bonhams can accommodate shipping for certain 
items. Please contact our Cashiers Department for 
more information or to obtain a quote. Carriers are not 
permitted to deliver to PO boxes. 
 
International buyers are responsible for all import/export 
customs duties and taxes. An invoice stating the actual 
purchase price will accompany all international purchases.

Collection of Purchases
Please arrange for the packing and transport of your 
purchases prior to collection at our office. If you are sending 
a third party shipper, please request a release form from us 
and return it to +1 (212) 644 9009 prior to your scheduled 
pickup. To schedule collection of purchases, please call +1 
(212) 644 9001.

Handling and Storage Charges
Storage charges of $5 per lot, per day will begin accruing 
for any lots not collected by the 31st day after the auction. 
Bonhams reserves the right to remove uncollected sold 
lots to the warehouse of our choice at the buyer’s risk and 
expense. Handling and storage fees will apply.

Auction Results
To find out the final purchase price for any lot following the 
sale, please call our automated auction results line at +1 
(800) 223 2854 ext. 3400. All you need is a touch-tone 
telephone and the lot number. Auction results are usually 
available on the next business day following the sale or 
online at www.bonhams.com/us.
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IMPORTANT NOTICES

days prior to the sale date. Condition reports may also be viewed at the 
watch counter during previews.
 
Please note that Bonhams does not warrant that any component watch part 
is original or that watch cases have not been altered or replaced, as virtually 
all pre-owned watches may have been previously repaired and could include 
replacement parts.   A manufacturer’s certificate of authenticity is not available 
unless described in the catalog description of a lot, and a manufacturer’s refusal 
to service or repair a timepiece due to the presence of replacement parts shall 
not constitute grounds to rescind a sale.
 
Case screw-backs have been loosened for examination and viewing by 
Bonhams, and should be resealed by purchasers for water resistance. 
 
The dimensions given refer to the diameter of circular watch cases, excluding 
the lugs (in the case of a wristwatch) or the pendant (in the case of a pocket 
watch).  For watches of other shapes, the corresponding width is given.

WATCHES

DIAMONDS, COLORED STONES & PEARLS

The Jewelry department of Bonhams & Butterfields recognizes that there are many 
various forms of treatments and enhancements used in diamonds and colored 
stones in order to improve their appearance and or color. Techniques such as 
heat treatment have been used to improve the color and transparency of both 
sapphires and rubies in addition to other gemstones. Techniques such as oiling have 
been used to enhance the clarity of emeralds while dying has been used to effect 
the color of jade. Techniques such as heat treatment, oiling, resin impregnation, 
irradiation, color diffusion, dying and HTHP are just a few off the techniques that are 
in use today. Prospective buyers are therefore reminded that unless otherwise noted 
in our catalog description it must be assumed that some form of enhancement 
may have been used and that such treatment may not always be permanent or 
detectable and that our estimates have taken such possibilities into account. As 
a mater of policy, Bonhams & Butterfields endeavors to obtain certificates from 
recognized gemological laboratories when such certificates are deemed crucial to 
the authenticity of a gemstone. It is not possible however to gain certificates for all 
items offered for sale and it is therefore recommended where there is no mention 
of a certificate that all prospective buyers consult with one of our department 
specialists prior to purchase of such items.

PLEASE NOTE: A number of laboratories issue certificates that give more de-
tailed descriptions of gemstones, however there may not be consensus between 
different laboratories on the degrees, or types of treatment for any particular 
gemstone. Neither is there necessarily consensus between different laboratories, 
or private appraisers, on the grading of diamonds.  All gemstone weights are ap-
proximations only and although an independent laboratory grading may be used 
in the catalog text, we cannot guarantee such gradings.

Images shown may appear smaller or larger than actual size.

Although we endeavor to mention in our descriptions significant defects, 
needed repairs, absent stones and the like, WE DO NOT GUARANTEE 
THAT THE DESCRIPTIONS ARE COMPREHENSIVE. Please examine all lots 
carefully. It is the responsibility of the prospective bidder, or his agent, to 
determine the condition of lots during the preview.  Condition reports have 
been created for most lots in this auction, and are available upon request. 
Please contact the Jewelry department at least two days prior to the sale 
date for additional information.

Except as expressly set forth in the Conditions of Sale, all watches are sold 
“as is.”  Please examine all watches carefully.  It is the responsibility of the 
prospective bidder or the bidder’s agent to determine the condition of watches 
during the preview.
 
Although we endeavor to mention in our descriptions significant defects, needed 
repairs, absent stones and the like, WE DO NOT GUARANTEE THAT THE 
DESCRIPTIONS ARE COMPREHENSIVE.  We do not warrant any watch to 
be in good working order or warrant the accuracy of any watch function such 
as timekeeping, chronograph, calendar, repeating or register.  Any repairs that 
might be required are the responsibility of the purchaser.
 
Condition reports, which contain more information than the catalog 
descriptions, are available upon request.  These reports are statements 
of opinion based on visual inspection and may not include all defects or 
replacements or those that would be revealed by disassembly of the watch.  
To ensure timely receipt of the report, please email your request at least two 
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PROPERTY OF A PORTLAND OREGON COLLECTION

1
WALTHAM. AN 18K ROSE GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH
Am. Watch. Co., No. 2429335
15-jewel damascened ¾ plate M1872 16-size movement, cuvette 
with presentation inscription, white enamel dial with arabic chapters, 
subsidiary seconds, blued Breguet hands, monogrammed AW Co. case
51.5mm (124.7g)
$1,000 - 1,500

2
AN UNUSUAL 14K MULTICOLORED GOLD WATCH CASE WITH 
DUCK HUNTING SCENE, TWO 14K GOLD BOX HINGE HUNTER 
WATCH CASES AND TWO OTHER OPEN FACE CASES
The 16-size case signed for Keller and Untermeyer, depicting a hunter 
and his dogs in wetlands, cuvette with bezel for inserting photograph 
(67.4g), the 18-size cases engraved, one (102.1g), the other (78.2g), 
together with two other metal cases (5) (See illustration of the first.)
50, 53, 54, 55 and 51mm
$2,500 - 3,500

3
WALTHAM. A 14K GOLD BOX HINGE HUNTER CASED WATCH 
WITH FANCY DIAL AND ANOTHER GOLD FILLED
Comprising: a 15-jewel damascened M1877 18-size Appleton Tracy & 
Co. movement with enamel dial with blue border and arabic chapters 
in gilt surrounds, blued tulip hands, the 14K gold case engraved 
with scrolls and foliage; and a 23-jewel M1892 18-size Vanguard 
movement in case engraved with foliage and portico enclosing rustic 
scene (2) (See illustration of the first.) 53.5 and 53.5mm
$1,200 - 1,800

4
WALTHAM. A 14K GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH AND TWO 
GOLD FILLED HUNTER CASED WATCHES WITH FANCY DIALS
All 18-size: a gilt 15-jewel M1877, signed Appleton, Tracy &Co. with 
white enamel dial, in an engine turned and scroll engraved 14K gold 
case; a damascened 15-jewel M1877, American Waltham Watch Co., 
with enamel dial enhanced with gilt, arabic chapters, blued hands, 
in an engraved and monogrammed box hinge gold filled case; and a 
damascened 17-jewel M1883, P. S. Bartlett, the enamel dial enhanced 
with gilt, scroll hands, in an engine turned gold filled case. (See 
illustration of second.)
54, 54, 55mm
$1,500 - 2,300

8  |  BONHAMS

Additional images of the watches are available in 
our online catalog at www.bonhams.com/22505.
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5
ELGIN. A FINE 18K GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH
Veritas, No. 9625143
21-jewel elaborately damascened divided ¾ plate movement, cuvette 
formerly pierced for key winding, double sunk white enamel dial, 
arabic chapters, blued hands, engine turned case engraved with 
flowering vines and grotesque masks
55mm
$800 - 1,200

6
HAMPDEN. A FINE 14K GOLD OPEN FACE WATCH WITH 
FANCY DIAL
Special Railway, No. 1359256
23-jewel two tone damascened full plate 18-size movement, enamel 
dial with blue border and arabic chapters within gilt surrounds, gold 
scroll hands, plain gold case
53mm (114.5g)
$800 - 1,200

7
ILLINOIS. A FINE AND RARE RAILROAD WATCH AND A GOLD 
FILLED OPEN FACE WATCH
Diamond, Ruby & Sapphire No. 2474849
23-jewel 16-size grade 710 bridge pattern movement, double sunk 
white enamel dial, arabic chapters, blued arrow hands, engraved 
white gold filled screw back case; and a Stuart, No. 55597, with a gilt 
15-jewel 3rd model full plate 18-size movement, double sunk white 
enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, monogrammed swing out 
case. (See illustration of the first.)
51 and 56 mm
$1,000 - 1,500

8
ELGIN. A FINE 14K GOLD OPEN FACE WATCH
Lord Elgin, No. 12718348
23-jewel damascened divided ¾ plate Grade 351 16-size movement, 
double sunk white enamel dial with arabic 12 / 24 hour chapters, 
blued hands, plain case
48.5mm (84.1g)
$300 - 500

FINE WATCHES AND WRISTWATCHES  |  9
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9
ELGIN. A FINE 18K GOLD OPEN FACE WATCH WITH FANCY 
DIAL FOR THE ENGLISH MARKET
No. 8497186
21-jewel damascened grade 162 16-size three finger bridge 
movement, enamel dial with blue center and set with gilt rosettes and 
scrolls between the roman chapters, gold scroll hands, plain case, 
hallmarked Birmingham, 1912
49mm (93.4g)
$500 - 700

10
ELGIN. A GOLD FILLED RAILROAD WATCH WITH 
FERGUSON DIAL
B. W. Raymond, no. 13558804
19-jewel damascened 18-size grade 240 divided ¾ plate movement, 
enamel dial with black arabic minute ring enclosing red arabic 
chapters, blued hands, screw back 25-year case engraved with 
scrolls and cartouche
56mm
$500 - 700

11
ELGIN. AN 18K GOLD OPEN FACE WATCH WITH 
CONVERTIBLE MOVEMENT AND FANCY DIAL
No. 1076543
15-jewel nickel grade 86 16-size three finger bridge movement, 
cuvette with presentation inscription, enamel dial with blue and gilt 
arcade enclosing arabic chapters, blued hands, monogrammed case 
with reeded band
52mm (136.9g)
$800 - 1,200

12
ELGIN. A FINE OPEN FACE RAILROAD WATCH WITH WINDING 
INDICATOR AND ANOTHER RAILROAD WATCH
Comprising: A Father Time with 21-jewel damascened grade 367 
movement, white enamel dial, arabic chapters, 40-hour winding indicator, 
blued hands, plain screw back 25-year case; and a Veritas with 23-jewel 
damascened grade 367 16-size divided ¾ plate movement, double sunk 
white enamel dial, arabic chapters, blued hands, engine turned screw 
back 25-year case (See illustration of the first.)
55 & 55mm
$2,000 - 3,000

10  |  BONHAMS

Additional images of the watches are available in 
our online catalog at www.bonhams.com/22505.
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16

13
HAMILTON. TWO RAILROAD WATCHES
Model 992, No.2353360 and No.2525225
Both with 21-jewel 16-size divided 3/4 plate movement, uncut 
monometallic balance, micrometer regulator, gold center wheel and 
double sunk white enamel dial, each in screw back case
50 and 51 mm
$600 - 1,000

PROPERTY OF A COLLECTOR

14
HAMILTON. TWO INTERESTING PRIVATE LABEL WATCHES
Signed Fred McIntyre, So. McAlester, I. T. [Indian Territory]
Both with 17-jewel 18-size damascened nickel full plate movement, 
double sunk white enamel dial, red minute numerals, black arabic 
chapters, blued hands, comprising: a Grade 926 in plain open face screw 
back case, and a Grade 927 in scroll engraved gold filled hunter case
54 & 56mm
$800 - 1,200

Fred McIntyre was a successful jeweler and railway watch inspector in 
McAlester, Indian Territory, now Oklahoma, from the last decade of the 
19th century until 1906. He left Oklahoma and went to Illinois where 
he founded the McIntyre Watch Co. with Charles DeLong in 1908.

15
BALL WATCH CO. A FINE AND RARE OPEN FACE RAILROAD 
WATCH WITH DELONG ESCAPEMENT
Hamilton, no. B608068, Official RR Standard
23-jewel 16-size concentric damascened nickel divided ¾ plate 
movement, DeLong’s lever escapement with upright pallets, white 
enamel dial, bold arabic chapters, blued hands, engraved gold filled 
Ball Model case
49.5mm
$4,000 - 6,000

16
BALL & CO., CLEVELAND. A RARE OPEN FACE RAILROAD 
WATCH WITH WINDING INDICATOR
Waltham, No. B234872
19-jewel 16-size concentric damascened divided ¾ plate movement, 
double sunk white enamel dial, 36-hour winding indicator, arabic 
chapters, blued hands, plain 25-year swing out case
53mm
$8,000 - 10,000

FINE WATCHES AND WRISTWATCHES  |  11



17 18

17
BALL WATCH CO., CLEVELAND O. A FINE AND RARE OPEN 
FACE RAILROAD WATCH
No. 982201 by the E. Howard Watch Co.
21-jewel M1905 E. Howard 16-size movement with concentric 
damascening, adjusted to five positions, jewels in gold settings, 
gold center wheel bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring with swan’s 
neck precision regulator, lever set, signed double sunk white enamel 
dial with arabic chapters, blued hands, engine turned screw back 
Keystone 10K gold filled case
51mm
$8,000 - 10,000

The Howard name was purchased by the Keystone Watch Case Co. 
in 1902. The present watch is thought to be a unique prototype.

18
BALL WATCH CO. A FINE AND RARE OPEN FACE  
RAILROAD WATCH
Apparently un numbered, presumably a Keystone Howard prototype 
19-jewel 16-size concentric damascened divided ¾ plate adjusted 
movement, jewels in gold settings, precision regulator, overcoiled 
spring, lever set, cuvette signed Ball Watch Co., Cleveland, double 
sunk white enamel dial signed Howard, arabic chapters, blued hands, 
plain hinged back 25-year Crescent case
51mm
$8,000 - 10,000

12  |  BONHAMS
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19
E. G. WORTHLEY. A UNIQUE 14K GOLD 
HUNTER CASED SPRING DETENT 
CHRONOMETER
Dated 1894
17-jewel damascened nickel divided ¾ plate 
movement, jewels in gold settings, gold train 
and escape wheel, bimetallic balance, free 
sprung overcoiled sprung, stem wound, 
lever set, glazed dust cap, gold cuvette 
with glazed souvenir compartment, formerly 
double sunk white enamel dial with center 
removed to reveal damascened top plate and 
motion work, arabic chapters, gilt five minute 
numerals, blued Breguet hands, gold scroll 
seconds hand, engine turned case
53mm
$1,500 - 2,000

20
A FINE HUNTER CASED LEVER WATCH WITH TOURBILLON
Signed C. K. Weaver, No. 6, dated 1899, from the Canadian Horological Institute
16-size damascened nickel ½ plate keyless movement, jeweled through the center, screwed 
gold settings, right angle club tooth lever escapement, bimetallic balance, overcoiled blued 
spring, one arm of the three arm polished 1-minute tourbillon carriage incorporating a 
micrometer regulator, stem set, glazed cuvette, white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued 
hands, engine turned gold filled case, numbered 6
49mm
$7,000 - 9,000

The Canadian Institute of Horology was founded in Toronto in 1890 under the direction of the 
watchmaker Henry R. Playtner (1865-1943). The school remained open until 1913, training 
about 500 students. A masterpiece watch was required to graduate as an “A-1” watchmaker. 
Playtner’s standards were exacting as only about 50 of these watches were completed. The 
present watch would have been the 6th.

Clarence K. Weaver was born on April 14, 1862 in Montgomery, Ohio, the son of carpenter 
John P. Weaver. At age thirty, having worked as a carpenter with his father all his working life, 
Clarence decided to take up watch repair and moved to Toronto to take the two-year course 
at the Canadian Horological Institute. He probably attended between 1894 and 1896, and 
remarkably, given his background as a carpenter, his graduating masterpiece was one of the 
most complex that could be made - a tourbillon. Weaver passed away in Hidalgo, Texas on 
May 10, 1940.

A history of the school can be found at http://www.cdnwatchmaker.com/index.html.
Bonhams is grateful to Gary Fox for help cataloging this watch.
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21
22

21
A RARE SILVER PAIR CASE VERGE WATCH
Signed Ephraim Clark, Philadelphia, No. 5968, 1790’s
Gilt full plate fusee movement, tapered cylindrical pillars, scroll pierced 
cock with grotesque mask, white enamel dial with roman chapters, 
blued beetle and poker hands, plain silver pair cases, Birmingham, 
1791, accompanied by the early 19th century Philadelphia watch 
paper of Ja’s Brearley
55mm
$1,500 - 2,000

Ephraim Clarke is recorded working in Philadelphia from 1780 onward. 
He took over the business of the noted clockmaker John Wood 
in 1793. In the 1790’s he advertised that he imported clock and 
watchmaking materials.

See: Hohmann, F. L. (2009). Timeless: Masterpiece American Brass 
Dial Clocks. New York.

22
A RARE SILVER PAIR CASE VERGE WATCH
Signed C. Deane, No. 31, first quarter 19th century
Gilt full plate fusee movement, cylindrical pillars, pierced cock engraved 
with stylized feathers, regulator with engraved index on back plate, 
white enamel dial arabic chapters, blued beetle and poker hands, plain 
unmarked pair cases, accompanied by watch papers of Theodore 
Morgan, Salem and three by D. E. Studley, North Bridgewater
53mm
$2,000 - 3,000

23
NEWARK WATCH CO. A RARE HUNTER CASED PATENT 
KEYLESS WATCH
No. 4429, signed on the dial “Patent / Arthur Wadsworth / New York” 
and on the movement “Keyless Watch / Patented June 19th, 1866”
15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement with jewels in settings, bi 
metallic balance, flat spring, regulator with index on back plate, stem 
wound, lever set, gold cuvette, signed white enamel dial, roman 
chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine turned and scroll 
engraved gold filled case
53mm
$2,000 - 3,000

24
UNITED STATES WATCH CO., MARION NJ. A RARE HUNTER 
CASED WATCH
Frederick Atherton & Co., no. 9030
19-jewel gilt 18-size full plate movement with gold capped butterfly 
cutout, jewels in gold settings, bimetallic balance , flat spring, regulator 
with index on back plate, key wound and set, cuvette, signed white 
enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, subsidiary seconds, plain 
gold filled U. S. Watch Co. case with vacant cartouche
58mm
$1,800 - 2,200
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25

23

26

24

25
UNITED STATES WATCH CO., MARION, NJ. A RARE HUNTER 
CASED WATCH
Signed United States Watch Co., No. 206168
18-size 15-jewel damascened nickel full plate movement with 
butterfly cutout, jewels in settings, counterpoised straight line lever 
escapement, bimetallic balance, flat spring, stem wound, lever set, 
cuvette with presentation inscription, white enamel dial signed, 
“Marion Watch Co.,” roman chapters, blued fleur-de-lis hands, 
subsidiary seconds, engine turned and scroll engraved gold filled case
53mm
$800 - 1,200

26
UNITED STATES WATCH CO., MARION, NJ. A FINE 18K GOLD 
CHASED AND ENGRAVED HUNTER CASED WATCH
George Channing, no. 16448
15-jewel gilt 18-size full plate movement with butterfly cutout, jewels 
in gold settings, bimetallic balance, flat spring, regulator with index on 
back plate, stem wound, button set, partly engine turned gold cuvette, 
signed white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued 
hands, finely decorated scallop shell case
55mm
$1,800 - 2,200
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27

29

28

30

27
A POSSIBLY UNIQUE SILVER HUNTER CASED EIGHT DAY WATCH
Signed Rich’d Barton Eight Day Lever, Boston, No. 3642
Gilt full plate movement with two mainspring barrels, key wound and 
set, jewels in settings, right angle lever with pointed tooth escape 
wheel, steel three arm balance, diamond end stone, flat spring, white 
enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, coin 
silver case, numbered 3642
53mm
$2,000 - 3,000

Provenance: The Time Museum, Catalog No. 5, Inv. 352

28
E. HOWARD & CO., BOSTON. A RARE GOLD HUNTER CASED 
WATCH WITH UPRIGHT PALLET LEVER ESCAPEMENT
Series I, No. 1040
15-jewel N-size gilt movement with shaped train and barrel 
bridges,white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, engine 
turned M K & Co. case engraved with scrolls
53mm (106.9 g)
$2,500 - 3,500

29
ELGIN. A RARE SILVER HUNTER CASED LOW SERIAL 
NUMBER WATCH
B. W. Raymond, no. 141
15-jewel gilt 1st model 18 size Grade 69 full plate movement, key wound 
and set, silver cuvette, white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, 
plain H.O & Co. coin silver case engraved with an American eagle
57mm
$1,500 - 2,000

30
WALTHAM. A FINE AND RARE 18K GOLD HUNTER CASED 
WATCH WITH JEWELED VIBRATING HAIRSPRING STUD
American Watch Co., No. 125472
20-jewel M1860 16-size gilt ¾ plate movement, key wound and set, 
Fogg’s patent hairspring stud with jeweled pivot, signed white enamel 
dial, roman chapters, gold hands, subsidiary seconds with blued 
hand, engine turned case with monogram in cartouche
52mm (113.4 g)
$2,500 - 4,500

The present watch is part of a lot of 100 watches (125401 – 125500) 
completed between 1864 and 1866.
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31

33

32

34

31
WALTHAM. AN 18K GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH
Appleton, Tracy & Co., No. 17865
15-jewel M1857 18-size gilt full plate movement, key wound and set, 
gold cuvette, white enamel dial signed Appleton Tracy & Co., roman 
chapters, blued hands, engine turned case engraved with scenic 
vignette 53mm (133.1 g)
$1,500 - 2,500

32
WALTHAM. A FINE 18K GOLD OPEN FACE WATCH AND A KEY
American Watch Co., No. 501561
18-jewel M1860 frosted nickel ¾ plate key wound and set movement, 
white enamel dial with three line signature, roman chapters, blued 
hands, monogrammed case, accompanied by a gold winding key on 
short chain 52mm (114.0 g)
$2,000 - 4,000

33
WALTHAM. A FINE 18K GOLD OPEN FACE WATCH
American Watch Co., No. 501583
18-jewel M1860 16-size damascened nickel ¾ plate key wound and 
set movement,gold cuvette, white enamel dial with three line signature, 
roman chapters, blued hands, engine turned case 53mm (104.3g)
$2,000 - 4,000

One of 80 watches completed in mid 1871 notable for having 5 pairs 
of holes jeweled and extra adjustment.

34
WALTHAM. A FINE 14K GOLD OPEN FACE WATCH WITH NON-
MAGNETIC BALANCE AND SPRING
American Watch Co., No. 2788150, signed “non-Magnetic”
21-jewel M1872 16-size elaborately damascened nickel ¾ plate 
movement, special alloy bimetallic balance and overcoiled spring, gold 
cuvette, white enamel dial with three line signature, roman chapters, 
engine turned Waltham case with chased band 52mm (103.1g)
$4,000 - 6,000
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35

37

36

38

35
ILLINOIS. A 14K MULTICOLORED GOLD 
BOX HINGE HUNTER CASED WATCH
Time King, no. 2039314
21-jewel 16-size damascened nickel divided 
¾ plate movement, double sunk white 
enamel dial, arabic chapters, blued hands, 
the case with applied multicolor stag and 
garland of flowers
51.5mm
$1,500 - 2,000

36
ELGIN. A FINE 14K MULTI COLORED 
GOLD BOX HINGE DOCTOR’S CENTER 
SECONDS WATCH SET WITH DIAMOND
No. 940077
15-jewel 16-size gilt divided ¾ plate 
movement, white enamel dial with fifth second 
and minute rings, roman chapters, blued 
hands, monogramed gold case with applied 
foliage, scrolls feathers and arrows enclosing 
a circular cut diamond
50.5mm (125.9 g)
$2,000 - 4,000

37
ELGIN. A HIGHLY JEWELED GOLD  
BOX HINGE DOCTOR’S CENTER 
SECONDS WATCH
No. 926429
21-jewel 16-size damascened divided ¾ plate 
movement, white enamel dial with fifth second 
and minute rings, roman chapters, blued 
hands, elaborately monogramed 10K gold 
Deuber case 
50.5mm (132.2 g)
$2,000 - 3,000
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39

41

40

38
BOSTON WATCH CO. A RARE GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH
Signed Howard & Rice, no. 6180
15-jewel gilt full plate 18-size movement, jewels in settings, plain 
three-arm balance, flat spring, regulator with index on back plate, key 
wound and set, gold cuvette, plain white enamel dial, roman chapters, 
blued fleur-de-lis hands, subsidiary seconds, engine turned HW case 
engraved with scrolls
54mm
$3,000 - 4,000

39
WALTHAM. A FINE 14K GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH
American Watch Co., no. 2605251
21-jewel damascened nickel M1872 16-size movement, white enamel 
dial, roman chapters, blued hands, plain engine turned A W Co. case
52.5mm (127.3g)
$4,000 - 6,000

40
WALTHAM. A FINE 14K ENGRAVED GOLD HUNTER  
CASED WATCH
American Watch Co., no. 144879
21-jewel damascened nickel M1872 16-size movement, cuvette with 
presentation inscription, white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued 
hands, subsidiary seconds, A. W. Co. case engraved with floral sprays 
enclosing scenic view
52.5mm (126.0g)
$4,000 - 6,000

41
WALTHAM. A FINE 18K GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH
Appleton, Tracy & Co., no. 969298
15-jewel gilt M1857 18-size movement, white enamel dial, roman 
chapters, blued tulip hands, engine turned monogrammed W. P & 
Co. case
54mm (141.2g)
$1,000 - 1,500
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42
HAMILTON. A FINE 14K GOLD OPEN FACE LOW SERIAL 
NUMBER WATCH
Grade 932, no. 22
16-jewel damascened nickel full plate 18-size movement, double sunk 
white enamel dial, arabic chapters, blued tulip hands, engine turned 
case with chased scrolls around the band 55mm (156.2g)
$3,000 - 5,000

43
HAMILTON. A RARE OPEN FACE CONTRACT WATCH
Grade 928, no. 23096, signed Ezra F. Bowman, Lancaster, Pa.
15-jewel damascened nickel full plate movement, white enamel dial, 
arabic chapters, blued tulip hands, subsidiary seconds, engine turned 
monogrammed gold filled case
55mm
$1,000 - 1,500

44
HAMILTON. A RARE ENGRAVED 14K GOLD HUNTER  
CASED WATCH
Grade 951, no. 935149
23-jewel, damascened nickel 16-size bridge caliber movement 
cuvette engraved with flowers, double sunk white enamel dial, arabic 
chapters, blued Breguet hands, engine turned enhanced with chasing 
and rustic scene
51mm (90.2g)
$6,000 - 8,000

45
HAMILTON. A RARE 14K GOLD OPEN FACE CONTRACT WATCH
For Hayden W. Wheeler & Co., New York, signed for the retailer, Davis 
& Hawley, Bridgeport, Conn., no. 175256
21-jewel wave pattern damascened nickel special 16-size 2-finger 
bridge movement, jewels in gold settings, gold train, cuvette 
with presentation inscription dated 1917, double sunk white 
enamel dial with retailer’s signature, arabic chapters, blued hands, 
monogramed H W W case
49mm
$1,200 - 1,800

One of a small number of specially designed watches made for the 
New York City jeweler, Hayden W. Wheeler in the early years of the 
20th century. 349 examples of the present model were produced.

42

44

43

45
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46
HAMILTON. AN APPARENTLY UNIQUE PRIVATE LABEL 
WATCH MOVEMENT
No. 75608, signed Enos E. Penny, Springfield, Mass.
21-jewel unusual damascened nickel curved bridge pattern 16-size 
adjusted movement, jewels in gold settings, gold train, bimetallic 
balance, overcoiled spring, precision regulator, stem wound and set, 
double sunk white enamel dial, signed Enos E. Penny / Precision, 
arabic chapters, blued Breguet hands, gold filled display case
50mm
$1,200 - 1,800

The serial number indicates the present watch was made in the first 
group of movements produced under the Hayden Wheeler contract. 
The ebauche is apparently unique.

47
HAMILTON. A FINE OPEN FACE WATCH IN EARLY 
WATERPROOF CASE
Grade 950, no. 2383038
23-jewel, damascened nickel 16-size bridge caliber movement, 
double sunk white enamel dial, arabic chapters, blued hands, the 
nickel brass case with screw down bezel, back and crown guard 
sealed with O-rings, engraved with owner’s name and date 1928
51mm
$1,000 - 1,500

48
HAMILTON. A VERY RARE EXPERIMENTAL OPEN FACE 
RAILROAD WATCH
992-60 Hour, no. 2557004
21-jewel 16-size brushed nickel divided ¾ plate position adjusted 
movement, double sunk white enamel dial, blued hands, gold filled bar 
over crown display case
50mm
$3,000 - 5,000

The present watch is one of 10 experimental watches made after Hamilton 
purchased the Illinois Watch Co. The project was abandoned when they 
were unable to produce a successful 60-hour mainspring for the 992.

49
HAMILTON. A FINE OPEN FACE RAILROAD WATCH
Grade 994, no. 1155407
21-jewel 16-size, fish scale damascened nickel bridge caliber 
movement, double sunk white enamel dial, bold arabic chapters, 
blued hands, plain hinged back gold filled case
50mm
$1,000 - 1,200

46

48

47

49
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50

51

50
ADAMS PERRY & CO., LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA: 
MOVEMENT NO. 1
20-jewel frosted nickel ¾ plate 20-size movement, marked “Perry’s 
Patents”, jewels in gold setting, counterpoised straight line lever 
escapement, bimetallic balance with overcoiled spring, gold 
escape wheel and train, stem wound and set, white enamel dial, 
roman chapters, blued hands, subsidiary seconds, doubly glazed 
display case
56mm
$10,000 - 15,000

Edwin Hathaway Perry of Boston was granted design patent 
4799 on April 11, 1871 for “a new and desirable Design for the 
Top Plate of a Watch Movement...which...with its graceful curves, 
produces an elegant and pleasing design.” In addition he was 
granted patent 115351 on May 30, 1871 for an improvement in 
stem-winding watches.

A factory to make these watches was built in 1875 in Lancaster PA. 
The company operated for a few months in 1876 before closing. It 
was sold to the Lancaster Watch Co. the next year. Lancaster in turn 
was bought by Hamilton in 1892.

51
E. H. PERRY, BOSTON, MASS. A PROTOTYPE KEYLESS LEVER 
WATCH MOVEMENT
Signed with patent dates, April 11 and May 30, 1871
21-jewel 20-size gilt shaped half plate movement, counterpoised 
straight line escapement, bimetallic balance, flat spring, plain index 
regulator, jewels in gold settings, winding gears with wolf’s teeth, white 
enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, glazed 
display case
$6,000 - 8,000

52
LANCASTER WATCH CO., PENNA., A FINE AND RARE 18K 
ROSE GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH
No. 1748
20-jewel gilt shaped ¾ plate Adams Perry model movement, 
cuvette with presentation inscription dated 1879, white enamel dial, 
roman chapters, blued hands, substantial monogrammed case, 
signed G. W. Russell, Philad.
54mm
$3,000 - 5,000

53
LANCASTER WATCH CO. TWO FINE 14K GOLD HUNTER 
CASED FOB WATCHES
Each with 15-jewel 8-size shaped ¾ plate movement, white enamel 
roman chapter dial, blued hands, comprising: no. 190303, with 
damascened nickel plates, elaborately monogrammed case and no. 
317812 with gilt plates, the engine turned case finely engraved with 
wreath enclosing scenic vignette
42.5 and 43 mm (73.4g and 69.1g)
$1,000 - 1,500

54
LANCASTER WATCH CO. FOUR OPEN FACE AND FIVE 
HUNTER CASED KEY WOUND WATCHES
Each with gilt jeweled 18-size shaped ¾ plate movement, bimetallic 
balance, flat spring, white enamel roman chapter dial, comprising: no. 
35181, signed Crescent, Standard American Watch Co., Pittsburgh, 
Pa., open face coin silver case; no. 7181, signed Franklin, open face 
coin silver case; no. 33850, signed West End, open face coin silver 
case; no. 70872, signed West End, open face metal case; no. 43311, 
signed New Era, coin silver engine turned and engraved hunter case; 
no. 6038, signed Fulton, coin silver plain hunter case; no. 24368, 
signed Keystone, coin silver plain hunter case; no. 43420, signed 
Windsor, New York, coin silver plain hunter case; and no. 32372, 
signed West End, engine turned rolled gold case; (See illustration of 
one, all with various defects, sold as a collection, not subject to return)
$2,500 - 3,000
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52

55

53
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56

58

57

59

55
LANCASTER WATCH CO. TWO HIGHLY JEWELED HUNTER 
CASED WATCHES
Each with 20-jewel 18-size damascened nickel 3/4 plate movement, 
signed white enamel roman chapter dial, blued hands, each in a rubbed 
gold filled case, comprising: no. 36058 with two-tone back plate signed 
“Lancaster, Pa.”; and no. 36044, signed “Keystone Watch Co.”
54 and 56mm
$1,500 - 2,000

56
LANCASTER WATCH, PENNA. TWO HUNTER CASE WATCH 
MOVEMENTS
Both 20-jewel 18-size shaped ¾ plate Adams Perry models, each 
with jewels in settings, gold caps to escapement, bimetallic balance, 
overcoiled spring, index regulator on balance cock, stem wound and 
set, signed white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, 
comprising no. 1524 with gilt plates, gold hands; and no. 1751 with 
damascened nickel backplate and gilt front plate, gold settings, blued 
hands, open face metal cases
$1,000 - 1,500

57
LANCASTER WATCH CO. TWO RARE HUNTER CASE WATCH 
MOVEMENTS WITH CONSECUTIVE SERIAL NUMBERS
Both 20-jewel 18-size damascened nickel shaped ¾ plate Adams 
Perry models, stem wound and set, white enamel dial, roman 
chapters, subsidiary seconds, comprising no. 2030 with unsigned dial, 
coin silver open face case; no. 2031 uncased, signed adjusted, signed 
dial, lacking minute hand
$1,000 - 1,500

58
LANCASTER WATCH CO. A RARE SILVER HUNTER CASED 
WATCH AND TWO RARE HUNTER CASED MOVEMENTS
All 20-jewel 18-size shaped ¾ plate Adams Perry models, white 
enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, comprising no. 
1640 with gilt plates, dial damaged, silver case; no. 1751 with 
damascened nickel movement, gold filled display case; and no. 1753 
with gilt plates, plain dial, rolled gold display case
$1,800 - 2,200

59
LANCASTER WATCH CO. SEVEN HUNTER CASED WATCHES 
AND A DUSTPROOF HUNTER CASED WATCH
Each 18-size stem wound and lever set with ¾ plate movement, 
white enamel roman chapter dial, blued hands, four with damascened 
plates, comprising: no. 191357, signed Ruby, jeweled through the 
barrel , rolled gold hunter case; no. 22087, signed Melrose, 15-jewels, 
gold settings, coin silver hunter case; no. 146147, signed Paoli, 
15-jewels, rolled gold hunter case; no. 21972, signed Max Meyer & 
Bro., Omaha, Neb., 15-jewels, coin silver hunter case; four with gilt 
plates, comprising: no. 17687, signed Fulton, 11-jewels, rolled gold 
hunter case; no. 8517, signed Franklin, 7-jewels, coin silver hunter 
case; no. 408900, signed Lancaster, 7-jewels, coin silver hunter 
case; and no. 100046, signed Denver, 7-jewel dustproof, coin silver 
hunter case; (See illustration of one, all with various defects, sold as a 
collection, not subject to return)
$2,500 - 3,000

60
LANCASTER WATCH CO., A RARE HUNTER CASED WATCH
Signed I. J. Rudolph, No. 1666
20-jewel gilt shaped ¾ plate Adams Perry model movement, white 
enamel dial signed Lancaster Pa., roman chapters, subsidiary 
seconds, gilt scroll hands, engine turned gold filled case 55mm
$3,000 - 4,000
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62

61

63

61
LANCASTER WATCH, PENNA., A FINE AND RARE 18K ROSE 
GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH
No. 2097
20-jewel damascened nickel 18-size shaped ¾ plate Adams Perry 
model movement, glazed dust cap, cuvette with presentation 
inscription dated 1880, white enamel dial signed Lancaster Pa., 
arabic chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, substantial 
monogrammed case, signed E. F. Bowman, Lan., Pa.
55mm (167.3g)
$5,000 - 7,000

62
LANCASTER WATCH CO. A HUNTER CASED DUST PROOF 
WATCH
Wm. Penn, no. 154005
20-jewel damascened nickel ¾ plate 18-size adjusted movement with 
shaped glazed panel protecting the escapement, white enamel dial, 
roman chapters, blued hands, subsidiary seconds, gold filled doubly 
glazed hunting case
54.5mm
$1,000 - 1,200

63
LANCASTER WATCH CO. A FINE 14K GOLD RAILROAD 
THEMED HUNTER CASED WATCH
Melrose, no.22045
15-jewel damascened nickel 18-size shaped ¾ plate movement, white 
enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, the 
case finely engraved on each lid with a band of scrolls enclosing a 
vignette of a locomotive and a monogram
54mm (120.5g)
$1,200 - 1,800
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66

65

67

64
LANCASTER WATCH CO. A 14K GOLD BOX HINGE HUNTER 
CASED DUST PROOF WATCH
Stevens, no. 153044
15-jewel damascened nickel ¾ plate 18-size adjusted movement with 
shaped glazed panel protecting the escapement, white enamel dial, 
roman chapters, blued hands, subsidiary seconds, the case engraved 
with a floral bouquet on both lids
53mm
$1,000 - 1,500

65
LANCASTER WATCH CO. AN 18K GOLD BOX HINGE HUNTER 
CASED WATCH
Melrose, no.21358
15-jewel damascened nickel 18-size shaped ¾ plate adjusted 
movement, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, 
blued hands, the case engraved with elaborate monogram
56mm (147.5g)
$1,000 - 1,500

66
LANCASTER WATCH CO. A FINE 18K ROSE GOLD HUNTER 
CASED WATCH
Record, no. 71231
15-jewel damascened nickel 18-size shaped ¾ plate adjusted 
movement, white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, 
blued hands, the Haas & Trau case with elaborate applied monogram 
54mm (145.2g)
$1,000 - 1,500

67
ROCKFORD. A FINE RAILROAD WATCH WITH WINDING 
INDICATOR
No. 9081339
21-jewel damascened nickel Grade 950 full plate 18-size movement, 
white enamel dial, arabic chapters, 36-hour winding indicator, 
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, open face display case
56mm
$3,000 - 5,000
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70
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71

68
ROCKFORD. A HIGHLY JEWELED MOVEMENT FOR A HUNTER 
CASED WATCH
No. 8259
19-jewel gilt full plate 18-size adjusted movement, marked “Ruby”, 
regulator lacking precision adjustment, stem or key wound, lever set, 
double sunk white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, now in 
a gold filled scallop shell engraved open face case
53mm
$1,500 - 2,500

69
ROCKFORD. A FINE OPEN FACE RAILROAD WATCH
Grade 900, no. 666268
24-jewel damascened nickel 18-size full plate movement, double sunk 
white enamel dial, arabic chapters, blued hands, the rolled gold case 
with chased bezels and floral engraving on the lid
57mm
$2,000 - 3,000

70
ROCKFORD. A FINE AND RARE OPEN FACE WATCH
Grade 61, no. 839865
22-jewel two-tone damascened nickel 18-size full plate movement, 
white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, engine turned 
gold filled screw back case
54mm
$1,800 - 2,200

From a production run of 50 watches.

71
ROCKFORD. A FINE HUNTER CASED RAILROAD GRADE WATCH
Grade 800, no. 529845
24-jewel damascened nickel 18-size full plate movement, double sunk 
white enamel dial, arabic chapters, blued hands, the rolled gold case 
with chased bezels and floral engraving on the lids
55.5mm
$2,000 - 3,000
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74

73

75

72
ROCKFORD. A FINE AND RARE SILVER HUNTER CASED 
EMPLOYEE WATCH
Signed John A. Johnson, AD 1878, no. 13878
16-jewel 2nd model gilt full plate 18-size movement, regulator with 
gold index, micrometer adjustment, stem wound, lever set, silver 
cuvette, double sunk white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued tulip 
hands, substantial coin silver case engraved with cartouche
59mm
$2,000 - 3,000

John A. Johnson was one of the original employees of the Rockford 
Watch Co., joining in 1874 from the Cornell Watch Co. He stayed with 
the company during the 1880’s and by 1888 was the foreman of the 
Machine and Die department. He patented a watch regulator in 1881.

73
ROCKFORD. A FINE 14K GOLD BOX HINGE HUNTER  
CASED WATCH
No. 263133
15-jewel damascened nickel 18-size full plate movement, white 
enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, engine turned case with 
vacant cartouche
54mm (141.9g)
$1,200 - 1,800

74
ROCKFORD. TWO EARLY KEY WOUND WATCHES
Each with 18-size gilt full plate adjusted movement, double sunk white 
enamel roman chapter dial, blued hands, comprising no. 34, signed 
“19 Ruby Jewels”, now stem wound, lever set, in metal display case, 
and no. 1028, signed “15 Ruby Jewels” (lacking seconds hand) in 
open face coin silver case 
58 and 58mm
$2,000 - 3,000
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ROCKFORD. TWO WATCHES WITH 24-HOUR DIALS
Comprising: no. 189717 with exposed escapement in an open face 
screw back metal case; and no. 59525 in an engraved rolled gold 
hunter case, each with 15-jewel 18-size gilt full plate movement, both 
dials with red minute numerals enclosing 24-hour arabic chapter ring 
and subsidiary seconds, blued hands (see illustration of the first)
59 & 57mm
$1,000 - 1,200

76
ROCKFORD. A 14K GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH AND 
TWO MOVEMENTS
Comprising: no. 339194 with 16-jewel 18-size two tone damascened 
full plate Grade 70 movement, stem wound, lever set, gold cuvette, 
double sunk white enamel dial, black arabic chapters, blued hands, 
engine turned case; together with two gilt 18-size movements no. 8217, 
uncased, signed “19 Ruby Jewels” and no. 13838, signed “15 Ruby”, in 
gold filled display case, both with white enamel dials and blued hands
The first 57.5mm (171.1g)
$2,500 - 3,000

77
ROCKFORD. A RAILROAD GRADE HUNTER CASED WATCH 
AND THREE OTHER WATCHES
No. 566914, a 21-jewel 16-size damascened nickel bridge pattern 
Grade 500 movement marked “RG”, double sunk white enamel dial, 
roman chapters, blued hands, (lacking crystal) floral engraved rolled 
gold case; together with an open face gold filled watch with 17-jewel 
bridge pattern signed “The Lancaster”; and two other similar 17-jewel 
bridge pattern recased movements (4)
The first 51mm
$1,000 - 1,500

78
ROCKFORD. A RARE LOW SERIAL NUMBER HUNTER 
CASED WATCH
No. 37
“19 Ruby Jewels” 1st model gilt 18-size full plate movement, (regulator 
lacking micrometer adjustment), key wound and set, cuvette, double 
sunk white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, scroll engraved 
gold filled case
55mm
$1,800 - 2,200
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ROCKFORD. A FINE OPEN FACE LOW 
SERIAL NUMBER WATCH
No. 84
15-jewel gilt 18-size full plate adjusted 
movement marked “Ruby Jewels,” key 
wound and set, gold cuvette, white enamel 
dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, 
blued Breguet hands, engine turned gold-
filled case engraved with wreath of foliage 
around the edge of lid
54.5mm
$1,200 - 1,800

80
PEORIA WATCH CO. A RARE 14K MULTI 
COLORED GOLD HUNTER CASED 
WATCH AND ANOTHER MOVEMENT
No. 14411, retailed by J. C. Woelfle, Peoria, Ill.
15-jewel 18-size damascened nickel full 
plate “anti-magnetic” movement, gold 
cuvette, retailer signed white enamel dial, 
(lacking crystal), roman chapters, blued 
hands, subsidiary seconds, retailer signed 
case engraved with song bird and with 
applied monogramed cartouche in multi 
colored surround; together with no. 9315., a 
15-jewel gilt movement signed C. G. Rochat, 
Jersey City, NJ on the white enamel dial, 
metal display case
The first 53mm (139.7g)
$1,200 - 1,800

83
PEORIA WATCH CO. TWO GOLD FILLED 
HUNTER CASED WATCHES AND AN 
OPEN FACE COIN SILVER WATCH
All with 15-jewel 18-size full plate movements, 
comprising no. 17659 with damascened 
nickel plates signed “For Railway Service”, 
white enamel roman chapter dial also signed 
“For Railway Service” (chipped), blued hands; 
no. 11414 with damascened nickel plates 
signed “Anti Magnetic Spg.”, white enamel 
roman chapter dial (hairline), blued hands, 
elaborately chased and engraved hunter 
case; and no. 12322 with gilt plates, white 
enamel roman chapter dial, blued hands, plain 
open face case 54, 54 and 59mm
$1,200 - 1,800

84
PEORIA. A RARE HUNTER CASED WATCH
No. 4284, Anti-Magnetic, Superior Quality
15-jewel damascened nickel full plate 18-
size adjusted movement, double sunk white 
enamel dial, arabic chapters, blued hands, 
gold filled case engraved with floral wreath
54mm
$1,000 - 1,200

81
PEORIA WATCH CO. TWO COIN  
SILVER HUNTER CASED WATCHES 
AND A MOVEMENT
Both with 15-jewel 18-size damascened nickel 
full plate movements, endless screw regulator, 
lever set, comprising no. 18668 signed “For 
Railway Service”, with double sunk white 
enamel dial signed by retailer (hairlines), roman 
chapters, blued hands, plain case enhanced 
with engraved scrolls; and no. 11358 
signed “anti-magnetic”, and by retailer J. C. 
Armstrong, Ottowa. Kan., with white enamel 
roman chapter dial signed Peoria, blued t, 
hands, case engraved with wreaths of foliage; 
together with a gilt 15-jewel movement with 
white enamel roman chapter dial, blued hands, 
screw back 25-year open face case
56, 57 and 56mm
$1,200 - 1,800

82
PEORIA WATCH CO. A 14K GOLD OPEN 
FACE WATCH AND TWO GOLD FILLED 
HUNTER CASED WATCHES
All with 15-jewel 18-size full plate movements, 
endless screw regulator, lever set, comprising 
no. 18670, with damascened nickel plates, 
signed “For Railway Service”, white enamel 
roman chapter dial, blued hands, elaborately 
scroll engraved hunter case; no. 22140, with 
damascened nickel plates, white enamel 
roman chapter dial (chipped, patched and 
with hairlines), blued hands, engine turned 
monogrammed 14K open face case; and 
no. 4700, with gilt plates, signed “Bullard & 
George, Watertown, NY”, with double sunk 
roman chapter dial (small hairline), blued 
hands, scroll engraved hunter case
55, 54 and 53mm, the second, (151.2g)
$1,200 - 1,800
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Major Poore with his watch.

85
WALTHAM. A FINE AND RARE 18K 
GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH WITH 
PRESENTATION BOX
American Watch Co., No. 410414
18-jewel M1868 16-size damascened nickel 
¾ plate movement, inscribed gold cuvette, 
white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary 
seconds, blued hands, gold case engraved 
with vacant cartouche, accompanied by 
a Waltham display box with the label of H. 
Semken, Jeweller, Washington, D. C.
53mm
$4,000 - 6,000

The watch is inscribed:
“Major Ben. Perley Poore

On his 50th Birthday
Nov. 2nd 1870

From a few friends”

Those few friends would have included 
many prominent journalists and politicians in 
Washington, D. C.

Benjamin Perley Poore (November 2, 1820 – 
May 30, 1887) was, in his day, a well known 
American newspaper correspondent, editor, 
and author in the mid-19th century. One of 
the most popular and prolific journalists of his 
era, he was an active partisan for the Whig 
and Republican parties.

When he died the New York Times summed 
up his career:

“He had a wide acquaintance, having known 
everybody of consequence in the capital for 
30 years or more, was a living storehouse of 
anecdotes, a popular diner-out, and enjoyed 
the confidence of many leading public men.”
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WALTHAM. A RARE 14K GOLD HUNTER CASED SPLIT 
SECOND CHRONOGRAPH WITH REGISTER
A. W. Co., No. 3037738
15-jewel M1884 14–size nickel shaped ¾ plate movement with 
chronograph work and split mechanism planted on back plate, 
activated by buttons on case band, signed white enamel dial with 
minute ring enclosing arabic chapters, continuous seconds at 9 o’clock, 
15-minute register at 3 o’clock, blued hands, plain Waltham case
55mm (134.7 g)
$2,500 - 3,500

87
HAMILTON. AN OPEN FACE U. S. NAVY HACK WATCH
No. 1400584
17-jewel 18-size, grade 936 damascened nickel full plate movement, 
lever set with attachment to stop balance, signed double sunk white 
enamel dial, bold arabic chapters, blued hands, screw back nickel 
brass case signed, U. S. Navy
57mm
$800 - 1,200

88
WALTHAM. A FINE SILVER OPEN FACE MILITARY TIMEPIECE 
WITH 24-HOUR DIAL AND WINDING INDICATOR.
Vanguard, No. 25401453, circa 1925
23-jewel M1908 16-size damascened movement with Lossier 
inner terminal hairspring, lever set, silvered dial, 24-hour chapter 
ring, subsidiary seconds, 24-hour winding indicator, blued hands, 
plain sterling silver swing out case
53mm
$1,000 - 1,500

89
ELGIN. A FINE SILVER OPEN FACE DECK WATCH WITH 
WINDING INDICATOR
Father Time, No. 15394374, circa 1910
21-jewel Grade 367 18-size damascened and gilt movement, free 
sprung, diamond endstone, lever set, silver cuvette, white enamel 
dial with minute ring, bold roman chapters, 40-hour winding indicator, 
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, substantial plain sterling silver case 
engraved with U.S. inventory number
63mm
$1,200 - 1,800
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90
ILLINOIS. A FINE GOLD FILLED OPEN FACE WATCH WITH 
DELONG ESCAPEMENT
Bunn Special, No. 2906109
23-jewel 16-size damascened divided ¾ plate movement, Delong’s 
lever escapement with D-shaped upright pallets, blue sapphire 
end stone, silvered dial with engine turned center signed “DeLong 
Escapement”, minute ring with roman chapters at 10 minute intervals, 
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, red seconds hand, engraved 10K 
gold case 51mm
$2,000 - 3,000

91
ILLINOIS. A RARE OPEN FACE WATCH WITH DELONG 
ESCAPEMENT
Bunn Special, no. 3510730
21-jewel 16-size damascened nickel divided ¾ plate movement, 
DeLong’s lever escapement with upright pallets, silvered dial signed 
DeLong, roman and baton chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued 
hands, monogrammed screw back 25-year case
50mm
$2,000 - 3,000

92
ILLINOIS. A COIN SILVER HUNTER CASED WATCH
Bunn Special, no. 2288607
23-jewel 18-size damascened nickel full plate movement, double sunk 
white enamel dial , fancy arabic chapters, blued hands, engine turned 
case engraved with foliage
56mm
$2,000 - 3,000

93
ILLINOIS. A FINE OPEN FACE RAILROAD WATCH
Pennsylvania Special, no. 1742798
21-jewel 18-size two tone radially damascened nickel full plate 
movement, double sunk white enamel dial, arabic chapters, blued 
hands, engine turned 20-year case
54.5mm
$1,800 - 2,200
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ILLINOIS. TWO RARE RAILROAD MARKED WATCHES
Both with 18-size two tone damascened nickel full plate movement, 
comprising: a 17-jewel Chesapeake & Ohio Special, double sunk white 
enamel arabic chapter dial signed, Keller & George, Charlottesville, 
Va., blued hands, metal display case, and a 21-jewel Little’s B & O 
Standard, double sunk white enamel arabic chapter dial signed, S. T. 
Little & Sons, Cumberland, Md. , blued hands, metal display case
52 and 55 mm
$1,500 - 2,000

95
ILLINOIS (WASHINGTON WATCH CO.) TWO RARE RAILROAD 
WATCHES WITH CONSECUTIVE SERIAL NUMBERS
Lafayette, no. 3385416 and no. 3385417
Each with 23-jewel 16-size damascened nickel divided ¾ plate 
movement, double sunk white enamel arabic chapter dial, blued 
hands, no.3385417 further enhanced by blue chapters with gilt 
paillons, similar screw back 25-year cases engraved with foliage
Each 50mm
$2,000 - 3,000

96
ILLINOIS. FOUR FINE RAILROAD GRADE WATCHES
Each stem wound and lever set, with signed double sunk white 
enamel arabic chapter dial, blued hands, comprising:a 24-jewel 
18-size damascened nickel full plate movement, signed Paillard 
Non-Magnetic Watch Co. , gold filled open face case engraved with 
a stag;a 24-jewel 18-size damascened nickel full plate movement, 
signed Montgomery Ward & Co. Special, engine turned gold filled 
hunter case; a 23-jewel 16-size damascened nickel divided ¾ plate 
movement, signed Ariston, 14K gold plain open face case; no. 
2061432, a 21-jewel 16-size two tone damascened nickel “Finely 
Adjusted” movement, signed Pennsylvania Special, 14K gold plain 
swing out case
55, 53, 49 & 47 mm
$1,800 - 2,000
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ELGIN. A FINE 18K ROSE GOLD HUNTER CASED WATCH WITH 
CONVERTIBLE MOVEMENT
No. 607405
21-jewel damascened grade 72 16-size ¾ plate movement, cuvette 
with presentation inscription, double sunk white enamel dial, 
roman chapters, blued Breguet hands, engine turned case with 
monogrammed cartouche
52mm (136.2g)
$3,000 - 5,000

98
ELGIN. A FINE 18K GOLD OPEN FACE WATCH WITH 
CONVERTIBLE MOVEMENT
No. 942145
21-jewel damascened grade 91 16-size three finger bridge movement, 
gold cuvette, double sunk white enamel dial, roman chapters, blued 
Breguet hands, plain case
50mm (113.9g)
$3,000 - 5,000

99
E. HOWARD WATCH CO. (WALTHAM). TWO 14K GOLD WATCHES
Both with 23-jewel 16-size nickel bridge pattern movements, 
comprising: no. 1000359, with double sunk white enamel roman 
chapter dial, blued hands, in engine turned Howard hunter case; 
and no. 1005206, with double sunk white enamel arabic chapter dial 
(hairlines), in monogrammed open face Keystone case
50 and 51 mm
$2,000 - 2,500

100
E. HOWARD WATCH CO. (WALTHAM). THREE 14K GOLD 
WATCHES AND A GOLD FILLED WATCH
Comprising: no. 1000704, 23-jewel 16-size bridge pattern movement 
with double sunk roman chapter dial, signed Waltham (hairlines, 
lacking crystal), blued hands, plain 14K Howard hunter case; no. 
1010034, 19-jewel 16-size split ¾ plate movement, double sunk 
white enamel arabic chapter dial, signed Howard, (lacking crystal), 
blued hands, engine turned and scroll chased 14K Wadsworth hunter 
case; no. 951199, 17-jewel 16-size split ¾ plate, checkerboard 
damascened movement, white enamel arabic chapter dial, signed 
Howard, (lacking crystal), blued hands, engine turned 14K open face 
Howard case; no. 1015351, 19-jewel 16-size split ¾ plate movement, 
double sunk white enamel arabic chapter dial, signed Howard, blued 
hands, engine turned gold filled screw back case
49, 47, 51 and 50 mm
$1,800 - 2,200
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E. HOWARD WATCH CO. (WALTHAM). TWO 14K GOLD 
HUNTER CASED WATCHES AND TWO GOLD FILLED OPEN 
FACE WATCHES
Comprising: nos. 688998 and 866858 each with 17-jewel 12-size 
damascened nickel ¾ plate movement, the first with silvered arabic 
chapter dial, the second with unsigned double sunk white enamel 
dial, gold cases, together with another, no. 867001 with white enamel 
double sunk dial (damaged) in a gold filled open face case, and 
another, no. H816388, with 21-jewel bridge pattern movment, open 
face white gold filled case
$1,200 - 1,800
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E. HOWARD & CO. THREE HIGHLY JEWELED 14K GOLD 
HUNTER CASED WATCHES
Each with 23-jewel 16-size bridge pattern movement, comprising: no. 
1000026 (Waltham) with gold train, double sunk white enamel roman 
chapter Howard dial (lacking crystal and seconds hand), blued hands, 
engine turned Howard case; no. 1103819 (Keystone), Series 0 with 
jeweled mainspring barrel, double sunk white enamel arabic chapter 
Howard dial, blued hands, engine turned Howard case; no. 1286094 
(Keystone) Model 1907, double sunk white enamel arabic chapter 
Howard dial (lacking crystal and hands), monogrammed case
50, 50, and 51 mm
$2,500 - 3,500

103
E. HOWARD & CO. (WALTHAM) TWO 14K GOLD HUNTER 
CASED WATCHES AND ANOTHER GOLD FILLED
Comprising: no. 1000171 with 23-jewel 16-size bridge pattern 
movement, gold train, double sunk white enamel arabic chapter 
Howard dial, blued hands, formerly engine turned 14K gold Howard 
case; no. 1010109 with 19-jewel 16-size divided ¾ plate movement, 
double sunk white enamel arabic chapter Howard dial, monogrammed 
14K gold Howard case; no. H866570 with 17-jewel 16-size 
checkerboard damascened divided ¾ plate movement, white enamel 
arabic chapter Howard dial, plain gold filled Keystone case
49, 49 & 50 mm
$1,200 - 1,800

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

104
A FINE 14K MULTI COLORED GOLD DIAMOND-SET BOX 
HINGE HUNTER CASED WATCH AND A CHAIN OF GOLD 
QUARTZ LINKS WITH GOLD NUGGET FOB
The case by Keller & Untermeyer, New York, the case and Swiss 
watch retailed by Mermod & Jaccard, St. Louis, circa 1890
Nickel half plate adjusted keyless lever movement, bimetallic balance 
with overcoiled spring and snail cam regulator, lever set, gold cuvette, 
signed white enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued 
hands, the case with applied swags, foliage and monogrammed 
cartouche; the chain composed of four oblong gold links each set with 
two panels of gold quartz, completed by an elongated gold nugget
Diam. of case 50mm; gross weight of watch 129.7g; weight of nugget 
27.5g including bail
$7,500 - 9,500

105
E. HOWARD & CO. AN INTERESTING 14K GOLD RAILROAD 
THEMED BOX HINGE HUNTER CASED WATCH
Series VII, no. 208309
15-jewel N-size damascened nickel adjusted movement, jewels in 
settings, bimetallic balance, flat spring, micrometer regulator, stem 
wound and set, gold cuvette, white enamel dial with chapters spelling 
“ HENRY BALLING”, blued umbrella hands, subsidiary seconds, the 
case monogrammed and engraved with a steam locomotive
54mm
$1,500 - 2,000

106
E. HOWARD & CO., BOSTON. A REMARKABLE 14K GOLD BOX 
HINGE HUNTER CASED WATCH SET WITH NATIVE GOLD AND 
GOLD QUARTZ
Series VII, No. 225525, the case dated 1887
15-jewel N-size damascened nickel ¾ plate movement adjusted to 
temperature, position and isochronism, jewels in settings, bimetallic 
balance with flat spring, micrometer regulator, stem wound and set, 
gold cuvette with presentation inscription, signed white enamel dial 
with roman chapters, subsidiary seconds, blued umbrella hands, 
the case with elaborate applied scroll monogram and back lid set 
with semicircular panels of polished gold quartz enclosing a glazed 
compartment filled with flakes of native gold
55mm
$10,000 - 15,000
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JULES JURGENSEN, COPENHAGEN. A FINE AND RARE 18K GOLD HUNTER CASED  
UNITED STATES PRESIDENTIAL LIFESAVING PRESENTATION POCKET  
CHRONOMETER WITH ORIGINAL BOX AND GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE
No. 7614, presented in 1858
21-jewel nickel bar pattern movement, key 
wound and set, pivoted detent escapement, 
blued bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, 
regulator with index on balance cock, gold 
cuvette with presentation inscription, signed 
white enamel dial with roman chapters, 
subsidiary seconds, blued Breguet hands, 
engine turned case, case, dial and movement 
signed, accompanied by Certificate dated 4 
Feb. 1858, maker’s brass inlaid presentation 
box with spare crystal and mainspring and an 
associated key
55mm
$10,000 - 15,000

The inner lid of the watch is inscribed:
The

President
of the

UNITED STATES
to

Captain J. E. Westman
of the Swedish ship Thor

for his humane and generous conduct
toward the Captain, Crew and Passengers

of the American ship Helen
1858

On December 7, 1857, the American ship 
“Helen”, a newly built 1003-ton wooden 
ship, suffered a catastrophic cargo fire which 
destroyed the vessel. The forty-three crew 
and passengers were rescued the next day 
by Captain J. E. Westman of the Swedish 
ship “Thor”, of Gefle (now Gavle), straining 
their resources tremendously. 

The captain of the “Helen” soon after wrote 
to the United States Secretary of State, 
describing the fire and rescue, recommending 
that Capt. Westman be honored by the United 
States for his actions. In 1858, the President 
of the United States, James Buchanan, 
presented Capt. Westman with this gold 
chronometer in “recognition of his humane and 
generous conduct towards the Captain, crew 
and passengers of the American ship ‘Helen’.”
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PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE AND RARE 18K 
GOLD HALF HUNTER CASED MINUTE 
REPEATING KEYLESS LEVER WATCH
Case and movement no. 27381, 1860’s
15-jewel gilt bridge caliber movement, 
counterpoised straight line escapement with 
bimetallic balance and overcoiled spring, 
wolf’s tooth winding gears, repeating on 
gongs by means of slide on band, stem 
wound and set, glazed dust cover, white 
enamel dial, roman chapters, subsidiary 
seconds, blued hands, monogrammed case 
with enamel numerals on the front lid, signed 
and numbered on the movement and case.
52mm
$12,000 - 18,000

Accompanied by an Extract from the Patek 
Philippe Archives confirming its manufacture 
in 1868 and sale August 4, 1870.

109
A FINE 18K GOLD HUNTER CASED 
MINUTE REPEATING KEYLESS FREE 
SPRUNG LEVER WATCH AWARDED A 
KEW CERTIFICATE
Retailed by Cahoon Bros., Belfast, No. 
14768, case hallmarked 1886
Gilt half plate movement with raised barrel 
cap, right angle escapement, bimetallic 
balance with double overcoil spring, pin set, 
repeating on gongs by means of slide on 
band, white enamel dial, roman chapters, 
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, plain 
polished case by Arthur Stram.
52.5mm
$5,000 - 10,000

110
A. HUGUENIN & SONS, LOCLE. A 14K 
ROSE GOLD HUNTER CASED QUARTER 
REPEATING CHRONOGRAPH
No. 30498, last quarter 19th century
Nickel keyless lever movement, lever set, 
counterpoised escapement, bimetallic 
balance with overcoiled spring, chronograph 
work planted on train and barrel bridges, 
engaged by button on case band, repeating 
on gongs by means of slide on case band, 
glazed dust cap, signed gold cuvette, 
signed white enamel dial with fifth seconds 
ring enclosing roman chapters, subsidiary 
seconds, gold fleur-de-lis hands, engine 
turned case.
55.5mm
$7,000 - 9,000
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TIFFANY & CO., GENEVA. A FINE AND RARE 18K ROSE GOLD 
HUNTER CASED SPLIT SECOND CHRONOGRAPH WITH 
REGULATOR DIAL
No. 14650, 1870’s
Highly jeweled nickel half plate keyless lever movement, gold train, 
counterpoised escapement with bimetallic balance and overcoiled 
spring, lever set, chronograph work planted on the back plate, split 
mechanism under dial, activated by crown and button in band, white 
enamel dial with minute / fifth seconds ring enclosing subsidiary 
dials for hour and continuous seconds, blued hands, plain case with 
molded band, signed and numbered on case, dial and movement.
52mm
$6,000 - 8,000

112
CHAS. FRODSHAM, LONDON. AN 18K GOLD OPEN FACE FREE 
SPRUNG FUSEE LEVER WATCH WITH WINDING INDICATOR
No. 02402, case hallmarked London, 1863
Gilt half plate key wound movement jeweled with chatons, diamond 
endstone, right angle escapement, bimetallic balance with numerous 
screws, overcoiled spring, white enamel dial with roman chapters, 
24-hour winding indicator, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, engine 
turned case, together with a gold plated curb link chain
47mm
$2,500 - 4,500
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A FINE 18K ROSE GOLD HUNTER CASED 
MINUTE REPEATING CHRONOGRAPH
Swiss, numbered 7752, circa 1885
Nickel keyless lever movement jeweled through 
the hammers, gold train, bimetallic balance 
with overcoiled spring, lever set, single button 
chronograph work planted on train and barrel 
bridges, activated by button on case band, slide 
repeat on gongs, glazed dust cap, gold cuvette, 
plain white enamel dial with fifth seconds ring 
enclosing roman chapters, subsidiary continuous 
seconds, gold scroll hands, gold sweep hand, 
substantial case with finely monogrammed lids
55mm
$5,000 - 7,000

PROPERTY OF THE ESTATE OF 
FRANCES AND TED DENTON, 
MONTECITO CA

115¤

PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD 
OPEN FACE FOB WATCH AND KEY
No.30285, 1860’s
Gilt bar battern movment jeweled to the third 
wheel, cylinder escapement, plain gold three 
arm balance and flat spring, key wound ans 
set, signed gold cuvette, white enamel dial 
roman chapters, fine blued Breguet hands, 
engine turned case chased with scroll rosette 
and band of flower heads, accompanied by 
a gold tipsy key on a short gold chain and a 
modern gold filled chain
31mm
$800 - 1,200

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

116
JULIUS ASSMANN, GLASHÜTTE. A FINE 
14K GOLD DIAMOND- AND EMERALD-
SET OPEN FACE FOB WATCH WITH 
ORIGINAL BOX AND GUARANTEE 
CERTIFICATE
No. 13396, last quarter 19th century
15-jewel gilt ¾ plate manually wound 
movement with gold lever and escape wheel, 
bimetallic balance with overcoiled spring, pin 
set, gold cuvette, double sunk white enamel 
dial with minute ring enclosing arabic chapters, 
subsidiary seconds, gold scroll hands, the 
case enhanced with stylized flower formed 
from rose-cut diamonds and a cabochon 
emerald, together with fitted Assman leather 
box, spare crystal and guarantee card, case, 
dial and movement signed.
34mm
$1,000 - 1,500

117¤

A SMALL GOLD MOUNTED LAPIS 
LAZULI FOB WATCH
Swiss, retailed by A. Maury, Paris, circa 1860
Gilt bar pattern cylinder movement with plain 
gilt balance, key wound and set, signed gold 
cuvette, white enamel dial, roman chapters, 
blued Breguet hands, the case with lapis lazuli 
lids within gold bezels
28mm
$500 - 1,000

113
AUGUST RITTER VON LOEHR. AN 
UNUSUAL SILVER SELF-WINDING 
POCKET WATCH WITH POWER RESERVE
No. 512, circa 1878
Nickel finished shaped rectangular three-
quarter plate movement, wound by key 
or curved weight acting on a ratchet and 
pawl planted on the backplate adjacent the 
mainspring barrel, lever escapement, uncut 
bimetallic balance with overcoiled spring, 
silver cuvette, circular white enamel dial 
with roman chapters, subsidiary seconds 
at 9 o’clock, winding indicator at 3 o’clock, 
gilt scroll hands, within a chased and 
engraved square case
48mm
$1,200 - 1,800

August Ritter von Loehr (1847 – 1917) was 
born in Vienna. Trained as an engineer he had 
a long career as an executive of the Austrian 
railway. He was also a noted numismatist, 
mineral collector and amateur photographer. 
He patented the present self-winding watch in 
1878 which was manufactured by the Swiss 
firm Charles Hahn & Cie. in Landeron. The 
square case was intended to keep the watch 
upright in the pocket.
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118
BOVET, FLEURIER. AN ENAMELED CENTER SECONDS FOB 
WATCH SET WITH SPLIT PEARLS FOR THE CHINESE MARKET
Signed with Chinese character trademark, mid19th century
Gilt key wound cylinder movement jeweled through the center, plain 
gilt balance, going barrel with visible stop work, glazed cuvette, white 
enamel dial, roman chapters, blued hands, gilt case with blue enamel 
panel and bezels set with seed pearls
36mm
$3,000 - 5,000

119
AGASSIZ. A FINE 18K GOLD DIAMOND-SET FOB WATCH AND 
BROOCH
No. 118727, circa 1900
Nickel manual winding lever movement jeweled through the center, 
bimetallic balance with overcoiled spring, stem set, gold cuvette 
guilloche enameled with a red heart, white enamel dial with arabic 
chapters, subsidiary seconds, gold scroll hands, the openwork case 
and brooch cast in relief with leaves and scrolls and set with circular 
cut diamonds
26mm
$2,000 - 3,000

PROPERTY OF THE ESTATE OF A BEVERLY HILLS LADY

120
A RARE ENAMELED GOLD ULTRA-THIN BAGNOLET CALIBER 
FOB WATCH AND A BLACK OPAL, PEARL AND GOLD BROOCH
Swiss, second quarter 19th century, no. 22455, the brooch late 19th 
century
Jeweled reverse caliber cylinder movement wound and set by male 
key, engine turned scroll engraved silver roman chapter dial, gold hour 
hand, late blued minute hand, engraved and enameled case with 
vignette of a mother and child, together with a tapered gold brooch 
enhanced with beading and pearls, set with an oval black opal
The case 35mm diam., the brooch 72mm long
$1,200 - 1,800

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

121
WALTHAM. A FINE 14K GOLD FOB WATCH AND BROOCH
No. 13043975, the case by American Watch Case Co., the brooch by 
Cressarrow, circa 1903
15-jewel M1898 Jewel Series manual winding movement, bimetallic 
balance, overcoiled spring, gold cuvette, white enamel dial with gilt 
minute ring, blue arabic chapters, gold scroll hands, the case finely 
chased with flowers, the openwork scroll brooch set with seed pearls
29mm
$800 - 1,200
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122
AN 18K ROSE GOLD OPEN FACE QUARTER REPEATING 
MUSICAL WATCH SWISS, CIRCA 1810, MAKER’S MARK “AM” 
IN A RECTANGLE, NO. 105
Gilt movement with standing barrels for going and music, cylinder 
escapement with pain three arm balance, repeating on two gongs by 
pushing pendant, sur plateau musical movement playing a tune on 
the hour or at will by slide on case band, “musique / silent” lever, gilt 
cuvettel, engine turned and engraved dial with white enamel minute 
ring enclosing arabic chapters on white enamel reserves, engine 
turned case, numbered on case and movement, incuse case maker’s 
punch, GGC in lozenge
54mm
$6,000 - 8,000

123
A GOLD OPEN FACE QUARTER REPEATING VERGE WATCH
Continental, late 18th century
Gilt full plate fusee movement with scroll pierced bridge and coqueret, 
repeating on bell by depressing pendant, hinged dust cap, white enamel 
dial, arabic chapters, gold hands, plain case with pierced band.
52mm
$3,000 - 5,000

124
A FINE ENAMELED AND GILT SILVER MOUNTED ROCK 
CRYSTAL RENAISSANCE-STYLE WATCH ON STAND
Probably Vienna, last quarter 19th century
Octagonal, the faceted back and lid with hinged bezel enameled 
with flowers and landscapes, enamel dial painted with classical 
couple within roman chapter ring (lacking hands), gilt full plate 
verge movement, the case supported by an enameled figure of a 
blackamoor on similarly faceted and mounted rock crystal base
10cm high
$4,000 - 6,000
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125
AN 18K GOLD OPEN FACE JUMP HOUR 
WATCH
Swiss, bearing the signature Breguet, first 
quarter 19th century
Gilt bridge caliber movement, cylinder 
escapement with plain three arm balance, 
flat spring, key wound and set, signed gilt 
cuvette, signed gilt cuvette, guilloche silver 
dial with hour aperture above polished minute 
ring enclosing subsidiary seconds, blued 
arrow minute hand, engine turned case.
49.5mm
$2,000 - 3,000

126
AN ENGRAVED 18K GOLD TWO-TRAIN 
INDEPENDENT SECONDS DUAL-TIME 
LEVER WATCH
Swiss, retailed by M. I. Tobias, Liverpool, 
second quarter 19th century
25-jewel gilt bridge caliber two barrel key 
wound and set movement, counterpoised 
Continental right angle escapement, screwed 
monometallic balance, flat spring, Breguet-
style parachute suspension and bimetallic 
compensation curb, center sweep hand 
beating seconds engaged by slide on case 
band, signed gold cuvette, white enamel dial 
with 60-second ring enclosing dual subsidiary 
roman chapter rings and continuous seconds, 
blued hands, gold case elaborately engraved 
with scrolls, foliage and pavilion with exotic 
maiden.
52.5mm
$2,000 - 2,500

127
PATEK PHILIPPE. A RARE STAINLESS 
STEEL OPEN FACE DRESS WATCH
Case no. 610175/24, Movement no. 
823687, 1930’s
18-jewel 17”’ nickel adjusted lever movement 
with Seal of Geneva, escapement with 
moustache counterpoise, bimetallic balance, 
overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, 
silvered dial with applied polished steel baton 
numerals, subsidiary seconds, polished 
hands, plain snap back case by Taubert & fils, 
case, dial and movement signed
46mm
$2,000 - 3,000

Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe 
Archives confirming the manufacture of the 
watch in 1930 and its sale July 13th 1934.

128
PATEK PHILIPPE. A RARE STAINLESS 
STEEL OPEN FACE DRESS WATCH
Case no. 610170/21, Movement no. 808563
18-jewel 17”’ nickel adjusted lever movement, 
escapement with moustache counterpoise, 
bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, index 
regulator, silvered dial with applied polished steel 
baton numerals, subsidiary seconds, polished 
hands, monogrammed snap back case by 
Taubert & fils, case, dial and movement signed
46mm
$2,000 - 3,000

Offered with an Extract from the Patek Philippe 
Archives confirming the manufacture of the 
watch in 1923 and its sale May14th 1935.

129
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD 
DRESS WATCH WITH SPECIAL DIAL
Case no. 636289, Movement no. 173654, 
circa 1914
18-jewel nickel lever adjusted movement, 
counterpoised escapement, bimetallic 
balance, overcoiled spring, signed and dated 
gold cuvette, white enamel chapter ring with 
“gothick” numerals enclosing gold center 
chased with arches on matted ground, 
subsidiary seconds, shaped blued “gothick” 
hands, gold case with elaborate ribbon 
monogram, case, dial and movement signed
47mm
$2,000 - 3,000
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130
PATEK PHILIPPE. A VERY FINE 18K ROSE GOLD 
COMMEMORATIVE WATCH WITH RUBY-SET ENAMEL DIAL 
AND THE PORTRAIT OF KING ABDUL AZIZ AL SAUD OF SAUDI 
ARABIA WITH PRESENTATION BOX
Ref:600-1, Case no. 694631, Movement no. 931335, circa 1955
18-jewel manually wound Cal. 17’”-170 lever movement with 
bimetallic balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, enamel dial 
with circular-cut ruby numerals and baguette-cut quarters enclosing 
a portrait of ibn Saud, tapered gold hands, subsidiary seconds, plain 
snap back case, case, dial and movement signed, together with green 
leather Patek Philippe box and spare crystal
44mm
$7,000 - 9,000

One of a small number of watches specially commissioned to 
commemorate the reign of Abdul Aziz Al Saud (1876-1953), King of 
Saudi Arabia.

The watches were all fitted with ivory-colored enamel dials with 
ruby-set numerals bearing the King’s portrait and given as gifts to 
dignitaries or friends of His Majesty.

Abdul Aziz bin Abdur Rahman Al Saud, commonly referred to as ibn Saud, 
was the first monarch of The Third Saudi State known as Saudi Arabia.

131
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD OPEN FACE DRESS 
WATCH AND A GOLD FOB
Retailed by Tiffany & Co., New York, Ref. 715, Case no. 432039, 
Movement no. 893061, 1960’s
18-jewel Cal. 17”’- 140 manual winding movement with Seal 
of Geneva, adjusted to temperature, position and isochronism, 
monometallic balance, flat spring, silvered dial , roman numerals, 
subsidiary seconds, blued hands, plain gold snap back case
47.5mm
$3,000 - 5,000
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132
A. LANGE & SÖHNE. A 14K ROSE GOLD 
HUNTER CASED LEVER WATCH
Deutsch Uhrenfabrikation, no. 50313, circa 1898
15-jewel gilt ¾ plate movement, gold anchor 
and escape wheel, bimetallic balance, 
overcoiled spring, swan’s neck micrometer 
regulator, lever set, gold cuvette, signed 
white enamel dial, arabic chapters, subsidiary 
seconds, gold scroll hands, plain case, case, 
dial and movement signed
53mm
$2,000 - 3,000

Offered with a letter from A. Lange & 
Söhne confirming the age and manufacture 
of the watch.

133
A. LANGE & SÖHNE. A LARGE MILITARY PILOT’S WATCH WITH CENTER SECONDS
Ref:127-560A-1, Movement no. 213433, circa 1942
Gilt divided ¾ plate movement jeweled through the center, bimetallic balance, overcoiled 
spring, swan’s neck micrometer regulator, black dial with luminous minute ring, five minute 
markers and arabic numerals, lozenge hands with luminous fill, sweep hand, snap back grey 
metal case engraved with serial number and Fl 23883, leather strap (worn), signed on case 
and movement
55mm 
$3,000 - 5,000

In the 1940’s, the German Air Force, or Luftwaffe, commissioned watches for their pilots from 
IWC, Laco, Stowa, Wempe, and A. Lange & Sohne. The present watch is an example of a 
B-Uhr model produced by A. Lange & Sohne, and featured their large caliber 48.

Produced to the Luftwaffe’s specifications, the watches would all have a mechanical movement 
with center seconds, cases measuring 55mm to accommodate the large movements (which 
were typically used in pocket watches) and have an oversized crown. The watches would all be 
fitted on an extra-long leather strap so they could be worn over a flight jacket. The crown could 
be operated with gloves on, and would be able to stop the central seconds. The movement 
would be surrounded by an iron core, making the watch anti-magnetic.

These watches became known as the B-Uhr style, abbreviated for Beobachtungs-uhren, or 
“Observation” watch. The B-Uhr had two dial variations - Type A dials featured a standard 
outer minute track and large triangle at 12 o’clock, while the later Type B dials had an inner 
hour track and outer minute track.
The watch cases were engraved on the left side “FL23883” to identify the watch for navigation. 
On the inside of the case back, it contained further identifying numbers and information: type 
(Bauart), production number (Gerät-Nr.), movement (Werk-Bez.), order number (Anforderz), and 
manufacturer (Hersteller).

As the watches were property of the Luftwaffe, and not the individual navigators, the pilots had 
to return their watches after completing the mission, thus enhancing their collectability today.
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PROPERTY OF A PORTLAND OREGON COLLECTION

134
ELGIN. A RAILROAD GRADE STAINLESS STEEL WRISTWATCH
B. W. Raymond
23-jewel Grade 780 adjusted movement, jewels in settings, free 
sprung monometallic balance, circular white dial, arabic numerals, 
blackened hands, brushed and polished screw back case, maker’s 
leather strap with steel buckle, case, dial and movement signed
35mm
$200 - 400

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

135
ROLEX. A STAINLESS STEEL SHOCK RESISTING WATCH
Case no. 51098, 1930’s
15-jewel manually wound movement with shock resistant suspension 
to mono metallic balance, circular silvered dial with luminous arabic 
and baton numerals, subsidiary seconds, blued hands with luminous 
fill, tonneau Oyster case with screw down Oyster crown, leather strap 
(worn), steel buckle, case, dial and movement signed
32mm
$1,000 - 1,500

136
AN 18K GOLD CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH
Signed on the dial ARSA, 1940’s
17-jewel manual winding movement with bimetallic balance, flat 
spring, column wheel two button chronograph work planted on the 
train bridges, circular two tone silvered dial, telemeter scale enclosing, 
baton numerals, tachymeter scale, subsidiary dials for continuous 
seconds and 30-minute register, blued hands, brushed and polished 
plain snap back case with wide bezel
32mm
$1,500 - 1,800
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137
HEUER. AN 18K GOLD CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH
Case no. 75287, Movement no. 407952
17-jewel column wheel manual winding chronograph movement 
with rectangular pushers, monometallic balance, flat spring, gilt dial, 
applied gold dot and arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for 30-minute 
register and continuous seconds, gold hands, circular snap back case 
with down turned lugs, case, dial and movement signed
35mm
$2,000 - 2,500

138
UNIVERSAL GENÈVE. A 14K GOLD CHRONOGRAPH 
WRISTWATCH
Compax, Ref:52215 Case no. 1277858, Movement no. 285495, 1940’s
17-jewel Cal. 281 manually wound movement, monometallic 
balance, overcoiled spring, silvered dial, applied baton numerals with 
luminous fill, subsidiary dials for 30-minute and 12-hour registers and 
continuous seconds, blued hands with luminous fill, circular screw 
back case with round chronograph pushers, leather strap, case, dial 
and movement signed
33mm
$2,500 - 3,000

139
BAUME & MERCIER. AN 18K ROSE GOLD CALENDAR 
CHRONOGRAPH
Case no. 3910 / 81513, 1940’s
17-jewel manual winding column wheel chronograph movement, gold 
train, monometallic balance, overcoiled spring, silvered dial with date 
ring and fifth seconds ring enclosing applied dot numerals, subsidiary 
dials for 30-minute and 12-hour registers and continuous seconds, 
gold hands, snap back case with rectangular pushers, associated 
gold filled bracelet, case, dial and movement signed
35mm
$3,000 - 3,500
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UNIVERSAL GENÈVE. A STAINLESS STEEL TRIPLE CALENDAR 
TACHYMETER CHRONOGRAPH WITH MOON PHASE
Tri-Compax, Case no. 22536, Movement No. 22081, 1940’s
17-jewel manually wound Cal. 287 column wheel chronograph 
movement with rectangular pushers, silvered dial with matte 
tachymeter scale enclosing minute ring and luminous dot and baton 
numerals in the polished center, subsidiary dials for 30-minute and 
12-hour registers, continuous seconds, apertures for day and month, 
date ring enclosing moon phase, blued hands with luminous fill, 
brushed snap back case with polished bezel, leather strap, case, dial 
and movement signed
38mm
$5,000 - 7,000

141
LECOULTRE. A 10K GOLD CENTER SECONDS ALARM 
WRISTWATCH WITH DATE AND A 14K GOLD BRACELET
1960’s
Jeweled manual winding movement, silvered chapter ring with applied 
gold baton numerals enclosing alarm disc in the center, date aperture 
at 3 o’clock, gold hands, circular case with dual crowns for winding 
and setting alarm and time, completed by a 14K gold brick work 
florentined bracelet with folding clasp
36mm
$1,000 - 1,500
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142
BREITLING.A STAINLESS STEEL TACHYMETER 
CHRONOGRAPH WITH 24-HOUR DIAL
Navitimer Cosmonaute, Ref:A12019, circa 1990
Manual winding two button chronograph movement, black dial with 
luminous 24-hour arabic numerals, white outer 1/5th second divisions 
and tachymeter scales, further outer divisions and bi-directional 
rotating bezel with inner slide rule on silvered ground, subsidiary dials 
for continuous seconds, 30-minute and 12-hour registers, white 
hands with luminous fill, snap back case engraved with centigrade / 
Fahrenheit conversion scale, maker’s leather strap with steel deployant 
clasp, case, dial and movement signed
41.5mm
$1,800 - 2,000

143
BREITLING. A STAINLESS STEEL TACHYMETER 
CHRONOGRAPH
Premier, Ref:787, Case No.618088, Circa 1945
17-jewel manual-winding movement, silvered dial with luminous 
Arabic numerals, black outer fifth second track with Arabic five second 
markers and tachymeter scale, luminous hands, engine-turned 
subsidiary dials at 3, 6 and 9 for continuous seconds, 30 minute and 
12 hour registers, brushed snap back case crown flanked by twin 
rectangular buttons, leather strap, case, dial and movement signed 
35mm
$1,500 - 2,500

144
HEUER. A STAINLESS STEEL AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH 
WATCH WITH DATE AND BRACELET
Autavia, Ref:11630 MH, Case No.260654, Circa 1977
17-jewel Cal.12 self-winding movement, black gloss dial with applied 
polished faceted baton hour markers and printed outer minute track 
with orange lines at 5 minute increments, orange hands with luminous 
inserts, orange chronograph hand, two grey subsidiary dials for 30 
minute and 12 hour registers, date aperture at 6 o’clock, polished and 
brushed finish case with bezel calibrated for minutes and hours, screw 
down case back, stainless steel bracelet with maker’s deployant 
buckle, case, dial and movement signed 
42mm
$2,500 - 3,500

After Heuer and Brown & Williamson finished the Viceroy promotion 
in December 1972, Heuer continued to produce the Viceroy Autavia 
model, but began to case it in a larger case as the reference 11630 
alongside the original reference 1163
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HEUER. A STAINLESS STEEL AUTOMATIC CHRONOGRAPH 
WATCH WITH DATE
Autavia, Ref:1163 V ‘Viceroy’, Case No.242547, Circa 1973
17-jewel Cal.12 self-winding movement, black dial with applied 
polished faceted baton hour markers and printed outer minute track 
with red lines at 5 minute increments, polished steel baton hands 
with red tips and luminous inserts, date aperture at 6, subsidiary 
dials at 3 and 9 for 30 minute and 12 hour registers, brushed and 
polished tonneau shaped stainless steel case with screw down back, 
associated leather strap and buckle, case, dial and movement signed 
42mm
$2,000 - 3,000

In 1971 a ban was put in place on television ads for tobacco. The Brown 
& Williamson Tobacco Company produced a brand called “Viceroy” that 
was not selling as strong as anticipated, and decided to change their 
advertising to appeal to more men by featuring auto racers and cars. 

Brown & Williamson reached out to Heuer, a dominant presence 
at racetracks, proposing to offer a Heuer Autavia model through a 
Viceroy cigarette promotion. Regularly priced at $200, Viceroy would 
offer a special version of the Autavia chronograph wristwatch for $88 
with the end flap of a carton of Viceroy cigarettes. Brown & Williamson 
requested Heuer be able to produce and deliver 16,000 chronographs 
during the seven months that the promotion would run, from May 
through December of 1972. 

The ad campaign launched in May 1972, and appeared in many 
major publications of the time. It successfully sold more of the Heuer 
chronographs than they had been selling without the ad campaign, 
and unexpectedly brought more clients in to the dealers who were 
looking for other Heuer chronograph models.

146
OMEGA. A RARE STAINLESS STEEL TACHYMETER 
CHRONOGRAPH
Speedmaster Professional, Ref: 145022-68ST, Movement no. 
27323397, circa 1968
17-jewel Cal. 861 manual winding movement, shock resistant 
suspension to monometallic balance, black dial with red fifth second 
ring and orange hour markers enclosing luminous baton numerals, 
subsidiary dials for 30-minute and 12-hour registers and continuous 
seconds, white hour and minute hands with luminous fill, plain tapered 
orange sweep hand, screw back tonneau case with “dot over 90” 
tachymeter scale bezel, case, dial and movement signed, leather strap
40mm
$3,000 - 5,000

Very little is known about the racing Dial fitted on the Omega 
Speedmaster professional. It seems that it was sold ina few variations 
and in very small quantities in unspecified markets. However in the late 
1960’s Omega released the Speedmaster Professsional Mark II (ST 
145.014) with a similar dial and hands.

This lot has the most unusual version with the gray dial and orange and 
white marker. It is in excellent condition and extremely well preserved 
without much discoloration. It is the dial which inspired a limited series 
made in 2004 and sold exclusively in the Japanese Market.

For further reference Moon Watch Only by Gregoire Rossier and 
Anthony Marquié
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CARTIER. A STAINLESS STEEL AUTOMATIC DIVER’S 
CHRONOGRAPH AND BRACELET
No. 604169mx
Jeweled self-winding movement, circular black dial, baton numerals 
and arabic quarters enclosing subsidiary dials for 30-minute and 12-
hour registers and continuous seconds, date aperture at 4 o’clock, 
polished hands with luminous fill, calibrated rotating bezel, circular 
case with cabochon crown and chronograph pushers, back secured 
by eight screws, completed by a rubber clad steel bracelet of 
rectangular links, deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
42mm
$3,000 - 4,000

148
GIRARD PERREGAUX. A TITANIUM AUTOMATIC FERRARI 
CHRONOGRAPH
Ref:8020, MA No. 2509
Jeweled self-winding two button chronograph movement, black 
carbon fiber dial with arabic numerals, subsidiary dials for 30-minute 
and 12-hour registers and continuous seconds, luminous hands, 
brushed case with back secured by eight screws, maker’s leather 
strap and buckle
36mm
$2,500 - 2,800
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BREITLING. A STAINLESS STEEL DIGITAL / ANALOG 
CHRONOGRAPH
Chronospace, Ref:A78365, Case no. 1257899, 2000’s
Quartz movement, black dial with tachymeter scale, luminous dot 
and arabic numerals enclosing digital time and alarm display, polished 
hands with luminous fill, center sweep seconds, bi-directional rotating 
calibrated bezel, substantial screw back tonneau case, maker’s rubber 
strap and steel deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
50mm
$2,200 - 2,800

150
BREITLING. A STAINLESS STEEL PILOT’S CALCULATING 
CHRONOGRAPH
Cosmonaute, Ref: 0819, 11525/67, Case no. 1247737, 1970’s
17-jewel manual winding Venus 178 column wheel chronograph 
movement, black dial with luminous 24-hour numerals within silvered 
rotating circular slide rule bezel and tachymeter scales, subsidiary 
dials for 30-minute and 12-hour registers and continuous seconds, 
luminous hands, orange sweep hands, steel tonneau screw back case 
with round chronograph pushers and additional crown to rotate bezel, 
leather strap
47mm
$2,000 - 3,000

151
IWC. A FINE LIMITED EDITION AUTOMATIC DIVER’S 
CHRONOGRAPH WRIST WATCH WITH BOX AND PAPERS
Aquatimer, Galapagos Islands Edition, Ref:3767, case no. 3494379, 
sold 2009
Jeweled self-winding two button chronograph movement, black dial 
with luminous baton numerals, subsidiary dials for 30-minute and 
12-hour registers and continuous seconds, day / date aperture at 
3o’clock, luminous hands, rubber case with rotating one hour bezel, 
screw down crown, rubber strap with steel buckle, together with a 
second woven strap, accompanied by original display box and outer 
packaging, instruction booklets, guarantee booklet and card and a 
polishing cloth, case, dial and movement signed 
44.5mm
$4,000 - 5,000
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PROPERTY OF SUSAN TOMSKY ATKINSON

152
ROLEX. AN IMPORTANT AUTOMATIC DIVER’S WRISTWATCH 
AND BRACELET ISSUED BY THE U. S. NAVY FOR SEALAB III
Oyster Perpetual Submariner, Ref:5513, Case no. 1271457
17-jewel Cal. 1520 self-winding movement, black dial marked 
“200m=660ft”with gilt minute ring enclosing luminous dot and baton 
numerals, polished hands with luminous fill, gilt sweep second hand, 
tonneau screw back case, dated “III.65”, engraved “SEALAB 3” on the 
case back, rotating one hour bezel (now faded), screw down crown, 
with Oyster 93150 bracelet and 580 endpiece, locking deployant 
clasp, case, dial and movement signed
39mm
$30,000 - 50,000

Provenance
Commander Jackson Maxwell Tomsky, thence by descent  
to his granddaughter

Commander Jackson Maxwell Tomsky (1919-2013) enlisted in the 
US navy at the age of 18, in his hometown of San Francisco. During 
World War II he was assigned to the USS Chewink, a submarine 
rescue and salvage ship where he got trained as a diver. 

In 1951, Tomsky became a commission officer, a “mustang” as 
enlisted sailor who got commissioned without going to the Naval 
Academy were known and he took commanding officer course at 
the Navy’s deep-sea diving school. In 1962, after a few assignments 
among submarine rescue vessels, Tomsky became commander of the 
rescue ship Chanticleer where he earned the nickname “Black Jack” 
because of his imposing size, dark black hair and deep, booming 
voice. In 1965 Tomsky became the assistant officer in charge of the 
Deep-Diving School. 

Within a month in that role Tomsky was asked to join the Navy’s Deep 
Submergence System Project (DSSP) to become the commander 
of SEALAB III. His responsibilities was to remodel and expand the 
SEALAB II habitat, select 60 aquanauts and support divers for a two-
month mission 600ft below the ocean.

SEALAB III was successfully lowered to the to the Ocean floor off the 
coast of Southern California on February 15, 1969, but the pressurized 
lab was leaking badly and four divers were to do the repairs. On 
February 17 1969, Berry Cannon, one of the assigned aquanaut died 
while attempting to repair the habitat due to a combination of human 
error and technical difficulties. After an investigation from the Navy, 
Tomsky was given a punitive letter of admonition but was soon called 
back to duty to assist with the secret program within the SEALAB 
program known as “The Projects”, which involved adapting saturation 
diving methods and equipment developed for SEALAB so that divers 
could be dispatched from submarines on spy missions.

Tomsky left the navy in 1975 and became the North Sea diving 
manager for J Ray Mc Dermott & Co., a major offshore contractor. 
He then became president and CEO of Hydrospace International, a 
provider of commercial diving services.
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SEALAB

SEALAB I, II, and III were experimental underwater habitats developed 
by the United States Navy in the 1960s to prove the viability of 
saturation diving and humans living in isolation for extended periods 
of time. The knowledge gained from the SEALAB expeditions helped 
advance the science of deep sea diving and rescue, and contributed 
to better understanding of the psychological and physiological 
endurance. NASA was also interested in the project for their own 
studies of Human behavior in space. The famous astronaut Scott 
Carpenter was an Aquanaut in SEALAB II and the Deputy Commander 
in SEALAB III.

SEALAB I: Experiment was launched in Bermuda in 1964.  
Maximum Depth 192ft
Project Leaders: Captain George “Papa Topside” Bond and 
Commander Walter Mazzone.
For eleven days, four aquanauts spent living and working 192 feet 
below the surface to offer evidence of the viability of a “saturation 
diving,” so named because it involved allowing a diver’s body to fully 
absorb the gases breathed under the pressure of a given depth.

SEALAB II: Experiment was launched in La Jolla, CA in August 1965. 
Maximum Depth 205 ft.
Project Leaders: Captain George “Papa Topside” Bond and 
Commander Walter Mazzone
Each team spent 15 days in the habitat, but aquanaut/astronaut 
Scott Carpenter remained below for a record 30 days. In addition to 
physiological testing the divers tested new tools, methods of salvage, 
and an electrically heated drysuit. They were aided by a bottlenose 
dolphin named Tuffy from the U.S. Navy Marine Mammal Program. 
Aquanauts and Navy trainers attempted, with mixed results, to teach 
Tuffy to ferry supplies from the surface to SEALAB or from one diver to 
another, and to come to the rescue of an aquanaut in distress.

SEALAB III: Experiment was launched San Clemente Island, CA in 
February 1969. Maximum Depth 610 ft.
Project leaders: Commander Jackson “Black Jack” Tomsky and 
Deputy Commander Scott Carpenter.
The habitat soon began to leak and four divers were sent to repair it, 
but they were unsuccessful. During the second attempt, aquanaut 
Berry L. Cannon died. It was found that his rebreather was missing 
baralyme, the chemical necessary to remove carbon dioxide.
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153
PANERAI. A BLACK CERAMIC DIVER’S WRISTWATCH
Radiomir Black Seal, PAM 00292, OP6723, BB 1383567, 2000’s
Jeweled manual winding movement, circular black dial with incised 
baton and arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds, luminous hands, 
screw back tonneau case with screw down crown, wire lugs, maker’s 
leather strap and buckle, together with display box, outer packaging, 
guarantee booklet, instruction booklet
46mm
$4,500 - 5,000

154
ROLEX. A STAINLESS STEEL AUTOMATIC CENTER SECONDS 
BRACELET WATCH WITH DATE
Oyster Perpetual Date, Explorer II, Ref. 16570, Case no. W376795
31-jewel Cal. 3185 self-winding movement adjusted to temperature 
and position, circular white dial with luminous dot and baton numerals, 
black hands with luminous fill, red 24-hour hand, screw back tonneau 
case with , 24-hour bezel, oyster bracelet with locking deployant 
clasp, (setting in disrepair), case, dial and movement signed
39mm
$3,000 - 5,000
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ROLEX. A FINE 18K WHITE GOLD AND DIAMOND LADY’S WATCH
Cellini, Ref:6672, Case no. K673576, sold 2005
Quartz movement, circular pink dial with raised roman chapters, polished hands, conforming 
circular case with stepped bezel and articulated lugs pave-set with round diamonds, 
maker’s leather strap with 18K white gold deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed, 
accompanied by display box, Warranty Certificate, leather wallet with literature
26mm
$2,000 - 3,000
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VACHERON & CONSTANTIN. AN 18K GOLD LADY’S 
BRACELET WATCH
Case no. 371865, Movement no. 532724, 1950’s
17-jewel Cal. 1005 back winding movement adjusted to temperature, 
position and isochronism, monometallic balance, flat spring, white dial 
with baton numerals and gold dot quarters, gold hands, set within 
a bracelet of rectangular engine turned links, case and movement 
signed, accompanied by four detached links
width of case 8mm, length of bracelet without detached links 5 ¾ in 
(14.6cm)
$1,500 - 2,000

157
AUDEMARS PIGUET. AN 18K WHITE GOLD RUBY AND 
DIAMOND SET LADY’S CALENDAR WRISTWATCH
Royal Oak, No. 010, Case no. D50637, circa 1990
aperture at 3 o’clock, tonneau case with octagonal bezel secured by 
eight screws with caliber-cut rubies between, maker’s leather strap 
with gold deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
29mm
$8,000 - 10,000

158
LONGINES. A FINE 14K GOLD BRACELET WATCH
No. 7343076, 1940’s
17-jewel Cal. 9L manual winding movement, bimetallic balance, flat 
spring, rectangular silvered dial, applied gold baton and dot numerals, 
gold hands, subsidiary seconds, rectangular snap back case, 
completed by an articulated gold bracelet of narrow reeded links, 
deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
20mm
$1,500 - 2,000

159
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE DIAMOND-SET 18K GOLD  
LADY’S WATCH
Ellipse, Ref:4382, Case no. 2831141, Movement no. 1413009, 1980’s
18-jewel Cal. 16-250 manual winding adjusted movement, blue dial 
with diamond quarters, tapered gold hands, conforming elliptical 
snap back case, bezel set with round diamonds, cabochon crown, 
concealed lugs, maker’s leather strap (worn) and 18K gold buckle, 
case, dial and movement signed
23mm
$3,000 - 5,000

160
PATEK PHILIPPE. AN 18K GOLD AUTOMATIC  
BRACELET WATCH
Ref. 3606, Case no. 527165, Movement no. 1284635, 1970’s
36-jewel Cal. 28-255 self winding adjusted movement with Seal of 
Geneva, shock resistant suspension to Gyromax balance, circular gilt 
dial with baton numerals, conforming circular snap back case with 
stepped bezel, mesh bracelet with folding clasp, case, dial movement 
and bracelet signed
33mm, 17.5cm length of bracelet 
$6,000 - 8,000

PROPERTY OF A NEW YORK LADY

161
JAEGER LECOULTRE. AN 18K GOLD SNAKE  
BRACELET WATCH
Case no. 694092, Movement no. 1201976, 1940’s
17-jewel manual back winding movement with monometallic balance, 
circular silvered dial with applied baton numerals and arabic quarters, 
the single strand bracelet with folding clasp 12.5mm
$1,500 - 2,500

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

162
PIAGET. AN 18K GOLD BRACELET WATCH
Case no. 924C4 / 90707, movement no. 632765, 1980’s
18-jewel Cal. 9P manual winding movement, circular gilt dial with 
baton numerals, blued hands, circular case with back secured by two 
screws, completed by a brick work bracelet
24mm
$1,200 - 1,800
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163
VAN CLEEF & ARPELS. A FINE 18K WHITE GOLD AND 
DIAMOND LADY’S BRACELET WATCH
Ludo Swann, Ref:338984, case no. 144020, 2000’s
Quartz movement, petite square dial with applied gold baton 
quarters, gold hands, within an arched bezel set with round 
diamonds, completed by an articulated hexagonal tile bracelet with 
concealed clasp 
15mm, 16.5 cm length of bracelet
$6,000 - 7,000

The watch is a version of the “Ludo Hexagone” bracelet, designed in 
1935 and named for Louis “Ludo” Arpels.

164
CARTIER. A FINE 18K GOLD LADY’S BRACELET WATCH
Panthère, no. 8057917 / 06895, 2000’s 
Quartz movement, square matte white dial with roman numerals, 
blued hands, conforming shaped square case with bezel and back 
secured by eight screws, cabochon crown, completed by a basket 
weave bracelet with deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
22mm, 16.5 cm length of bracelet
$3,500 - 4,000

165
VACHERON & CONSTANTIN. A FINE WHITE GOLD  
BRACELET WATCH
Retailed by Türler, Ref:7060, Case no. 428015, Movement no. 
616512, 1980’s
17-jewel Cal. 1003 manual winding movement adjusted to 
temperature, position and isochronism, rectangular silvered dial, 
applied baton numerals, gold hands, conforming rectangular snap 
back case, completed by an 18K mesh bracelet with folding clasp, 
case, dial and movement signed 23mm 16.5 cm length of bracelet
$3,000 - 3,500

166
ROLEX. AN 18K GOLD BRACELET WATCH
Cellini, Ref: 3811
19-jewel Cal. 1600 manual winding movement, square white dial, roman 
numerals, blued hands, now with later associated 18K gold bracelet
22.5mm 16.5 cm length of bracelet
$2,000 - 2,500

167
A 14K GOLD BRACELET WATCH
17-jewel manual winding movement, signed Blancpain, white Arabic 
chapter dial, gilt hands, completed by a bracelet of curved Florentine 
links, folding clasp
16mm 16cm length of bracelet
$1,500 - 2,000
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AUDEMARS PIGUET. A STAINLESS STEEL AUTOMATIC 
CALENDAR BRACELET WATCH WITH CENTER SECONDS
Royal Oak No. 1476, Case no. F42190, 2000’s
40-jewel Cal. 3120 self-winding movement, circular black Tapisserie 
dial, applied baton numerals with luminous fill, polished hands 
with luminous fill, date aperture at 3 o’clock, tonneau case with 
octagonal bezel secured by eight screws, display back, bracelet of 
shaped rectangular graduated links, deployant clasp, case, dial and 
movement signed
41mm
$5,000 - 7,000

169
ROLEX. AN 18K GOLD AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH  
AND BRACELET
Oyster Perpetual Date, Ref:15238, Case no. L774407, circa 1989
31-jewel Cal. 3135 self-winding movement adjusted to temperature 
and position, white dial with roman numerals and outer gold baton 
markers, date aperture at 3o’clock, gold hands with luminous fill, 
tonneau screw back case and screw down crown, fluted bezel, 6311 
Jubilee bracelet with deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
33mm
$5,000 - 6,000

170
ROLEX. AN 18K GOLD AUTOMATIC CALENDAR  
BRACELET WATCH
Oyster Perpetual Day-Date, Ref: 18038, Case no. 9185902, circa 1985
27-jewel Cal. 3055 self-winding movement adjusted to temperature and 
position, champagne dial with applied gold baton numerals, apertures 
for day and date, polished hands with luminous fill, tonneau screw back 
case with screw down crown and fluted bezel, 8385 President bracelet 
with deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed
34mm
$4,000 - 6,000

171
ROLEX. A FINE 18K GOLD LADY’S AUTOMATIC CENTER 
SECONDS BRACELET WATCH WITH DATE
Oyster Perpetual Datejust, Ref:6917, Case no. 4187528, 1970’s
28-jewel Cal. 2030 self-winding movement adjusted to temperature 
and position, circular silvered dial with applied gold baton and 
luminous dot numerals, black hands, date aperture at 3 o’clock, screw 
back tonneau case with fluted bezel and screw down crown, 18K gold 
8571 Jubilee bracelet with deployant clasp
25mm
$4,000 - 6,000
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ROLEX. A FINE PLATINUM AUTOMATIC CENTER SECONDS BRACELET WATCH 
WITH DAY AND DATE
Oyster Perpetual Day Date, Ref: 118206, Case no. K578835, circa 2001
31-jewel Cal. 3155 self winding movement, pale blue circular dial with raised roman numerals, 
aperture for day at noon and date at 3 o’clock, polished hands, screw back case with polished 
bezel and screw down crown, 83206 President bracelet with deployant clasp, case, dial and 
movement signed 35mm
$25,000 - 30,000
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PROPERTY OF A PROMINENT BEVERLY 
HILLS SOCIALITE / PHILANTHROPIST

173
BUCCELLATI. AN 18K GOLD BROWN 
LEATHER AND DIAMOND-SET 
ELIOCHRON BRACELET WATCH
No. 0012 98/00, 2000’s
Quartz movement, circular dial pave-set 
with round diamonds within a gold bezel 
cast and chased with arabic numerals on 
matted reserves, the back secured by four 
screws, completed by a flexible bracelet of 
rectangular links inset with a band of leather, 
gold deployant clasp, together with a suede 
pouch 39mm
$6,000 - 8,000

174
BUCCELLATI. AN 18K GOLD AND 
BLACK LEATHER ELIOCHRON 
BRACELET WATCH
No. 0022 11/00, 2000’s
Quartz movement, circular white dial within 
a gold bezel cast and chased with arabic 
numerals on matted reserves, the back 
secured by four screws, completed by a 
flexible bracelet of rectangular links inset 
with a band of leather, gold deployant clasp, 
together with a cloth pouch
27.5mm
$3,000 - 5,000

175
BUCCELLATI. AN 18K ROSE GOLD 
AND MOTHER OF PEARL AUTOMATIC 
AUDACHRON WRISTWATCH
Ref. 5111, Case no. W0800239, 2000’s
Jeweled self-winding movement, circular 
textured gold seconds ring enclosing mother 
of pearl roman chapter ring, date aperture at 
3 o’clock, blackened hands , sweep seconds, 
snap back case with rope twist bezel, maker’s 
leather strap and 18K gold buckle
39mm
$2,000 - 3,000
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PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

176
CHANEL. A FINE BLACK CERAMIC 
AND DIAMOND AUTOMATIC CENTER 
SECONDS WRISTWATCH WITH DATE
J12, no. W. K. 81876, recent
Jeweled self-winding movement, circular 
black dial with applied polished arabic 
numerals, polished hands with luminous fill, 
date aperture at 4:30 o’clock, tonneau case 
with rotating bezel set with a double row 
of round diamonds, back secured by eight 
screws, screw down crown, completed by 
a bracelet of graduated rectangular links, 
deployant clasp, together with display box 
and outer packaging, instruction booklet and 
guarantee card
38mm
$9,000 - 10,000

PROPERTY OF VARIOUS OWNERS

178
CHANEL. AN UNUSUAL DIAMOND, 
STAINLESS STEEL AND CERAMIC 
BRACELET WATCH
Collection Première Triple Row Ceramic, Ref: 
H3059, recent
The wrap around bracelet formed from 
ceramic links between pairs of steel links, 
incorporating an octagonal watch with 
diamond bezel, white dial and polished 
hands, quartz movement
Width of case 15mm
$2,500 - 3,000

PROPERTY OF A PROMINENT BEVERLY 
HILLS SOCIALITE / PHILANTHROPIST

177
HARRY WINSTON. AN 18K WHITE GOLD 
AND DIAMOND AVENUE WRISTWATCH
Ref.310UQSRW, No. 008323 / 183
Quartz movement, rectangular mother of 
pearl dial with baton numerals and arabic 
quarters, subsidiary retrograde seconds, 
polished hands, within a conforming curved 
rectangular case, the bezel pave-set with a 
double row of round diamonds, back secured 
by six screws, maker’s leather strap and 18K 
white gold deployant clasp, together with a 
leather protective pouch
26mm
$6,000 - 8,000
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CARTIER. A STAINLESS STEEL SANTOS 
BRACELET WATCH
Ref:2701, Case No. 586141PB, 1990’s
Quartz movement, square white dial with 
roman chapters, blued hands, shaped 
rectangular case with back secured by 
four screws, completed by a brick work 
bracelet with deployant clasp, case, dial 
and movement signed, accompanied by five 
detached links
26mm
$1,000 - 1,500

180
CARTIER. AN 18K GOLD LADY’S 
WRISTWATCH
Ceinture, no. 781001558, 1970’s
17-jewel manual winding movement, white 
dial with roman numerals, blued hands, 
conforming octagonal case with molded bezel 
and enclosed winding crown, maker’s leather 
strap and 18K gold deployant clasp
24mm
$1,700 - 2,200

183
AN 18K GOLD TANK STYLE WRISTWATCH
1950’s
17-jewel manual winding position adjusted 
movement, monometallic balance, flat spring, 
signed Aureole Watch Co., guilloche silver 
dial, signed Cartier, roman numerals, blued 
hands, case with raised rectangular bezel and 
recessed winding crown, leather strap with 
18K gold deployant clasp
27mm
$2,200 - 2,700

Another example of this case style is illustrated 
in Barracca et al. Le Temps de Cartier, p259.

184
PATEK PHILIPPE. AN 18K WHITE GOLD 
WRISTWATCH
Case no. 604217, Movement no. 811548, 
sold 1927
18-jewel Cal. 9’” manually wound adjusted 
movement, bimetallic balance, flat spring, 
square dial with applied gold arabic numerals, 
gold hands ,subsidiary seconds, brushed and 
polished rectangular case with hinged back, 
maker’s leather strap with an 18K white gold 
buckle, case, dial and movement signed
24mm
$4,000 - 6,000

Accompanied by an extract from the Patek 
Philippe Archives confirming the manufacture 
of the watch in 1925 and its sale September 
20, 1927.

181
CARTIER, PARIS. AN 18K GOLD TANK 
WRISTWATCH
Case no. 030873, Movement no. 2188371, 
1970’s
18-jewel manually wound position adjusted 
movement, shock resistant suspension to 
monometallic balance, rectangular white 
dial with roman numerals, blackened 
hands, cabochon sapphire winding crown, 
snap back case, Cartier leather strap with 
18K gold deployant clasp, case, dial and 
movement signed
23mm
$2,000 - 3,000

182
VAN CLEEF & ARPELS. A FINE 18K 
GOLD AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH WITH 
CENTER SECONDS AND DATE
Ref. 110004 / 81309, No. 24
33-jewel Cal. 888/1 self winding movement 
adjusted to temperature and four positions, 
shock resistant suspension to monometallic 
balance, circular white dial, baton numerals, 
roman quarters, date aperture at 3 o’clock, 
blued hands, conforming circular snap back 
case with molded bezel, leather strap (worn) 
and maker’s 18K gold buckle, case, dial and 
movement signed
36mm
$3,000 - 3,500
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185
JAEGER LECOULTRE. A STAINLESS STEEL REVERSO 
BRACELET WRISTWATCH WITH BOX AND  
GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE
Duo Day & Night, Ref.270.8.54, Case no. 1871197, sold 2005
Jeweled manual winding movement, with rectangular silvered dial with 
arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds, blued hands, the opposite grey 
guilloche rectangular dial with baton numerals and luminous arabic 
quarters, subsidiary 24-hour dial, luminous hands, the Reverso case 
completed by a steel basket weave bracelet with deployant clasp, 
case, dials and movement signed, together with two detached links, 
setting pin, display box and outer packaging, guarantee certificate, 
instruction manual and promotional literature
26mm
$3,000 - 5,000

186
CARTIER. A STAINLESS STEEL TANK BASCULANTE 
WRISTWATCH
Ref:2390, Case no.59053PB, 1990’s
Manual winding movement, rectangular guilloche silvered dial, roman 
chapters, blued hands, rectangular case within hinged frame reversing 
to hide the dial, maker’s leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
25.5mm
$1,200 - 1,500
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TWO 18K GOLD MANUAL WINDING WRISTWATCHES
Comprising: Piaget no. 7795138 with adjusted 18-jewel Cal. 9P2 
movement, oval white dial, roman numerals, gold hands, oval case 
with back secured by four screws, leather strap, 18K gold Piaget 
buckle; and Bulgari by Gerald Genta with 18-jewel Ebel Cal. 96 
adjusted movement, rectangular black dial, rectangular case with two 
color gold bezel, back secured by four screws, leather strap (worn), 
18K gold Bulgari buckle, both signed on case, dial and movement
25 and 26mm
$2,500 - 3,000

188
AUDEMARS PIGUET. AN 18K GOLD THIN WRISTWATCH
Case no. 13120, Movement no. 71079, 1970’s
17-jewel manual winding Cal. 2003 movement adjusted to 
temperature and position, circular silvered dial with applied gold baton 
numerals, gold hands, the snap back case with wide guilloche knife 
edge bezel, leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
34mm
$1,800 - 2,000

189
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD AUTOMATIC 
WRISTWATCH WITH CENTER SECONDS
Ref:3569, 1960’s
28-jewel Cal. 1-350 back-winding movement with Seal of Geneva, 
silvered circular dial with baton numerals, gold hands, conforming 
circular case, leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
35mm
$6,000 - 6,500

190
PATEK PHILIPPE. AN 18K GOLD WRIST WATCH WITH 
CONCEALED LUGS
Ref:2591, Case no. 426886, Movement no. 785376, circa 1960
18-jewel Cal. 23-300 manual winding movement adjusted to 
temperature, position and isochronism, shock resistant suspension to 
Gyromax balance, Seal of Geneva, circular silvered dial, applied baton 
numerals, gold hands, circular snap back case with T-lugs, leather 
strap, case, dial and movement signed
34.5mm
$4,500 - 5,000
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NOMOS, GLASHÜTTE. A FINE STAINLESS STEEL 
WRISTWATCH WITH DATE
Club Datum, no. 143, sold 2009
Manual winding movement, circular white dial with arabic and baton 
numerals, subsidiary seconds, date aperture at 6 o’clock, black 
hands with red fill, polished screw back case, leather strap with steel 
deployant clasp, together with original display box, guarantee booklet 
and extra strap
39mm
$1,500 - 1,800

192
OMEGA. AN 18K GOLD WRIST WATCH AND A 14K GOLD 
BRACELET
Case no. 10641228, Movement no. 10229974, circa 1945
17-jewel manual winding movement with gold train, circular silvered 
dial with alternating applied dot and roman gold numerals, tapered 
gold hands, subsidiary seconds, circular snap back case with tapered 
lugs, completed by an openwork bracelet of geometric links with 
folding clasp
33mm
$1,800 - 2,000
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193
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH WITH BOX AND 
ORIGINAL GUARANTEE CERTIFICATE
Retailed by Gubelin, Ref:3429, Case no. 2624101, Movement no. 112117, circa 1964
37-jewel Cal 27-460 movement self winding with 18K gold rotor, Seal of Geneva, adjusted 
to temperature, position and isochronism, shock resistant suspension to Gyromax balance, 
circular silvered dial with applied gold baton numerals, subsidiary seconds, gold hands, 
conforming screw back circular monogrammed case with stepped bezel, Patek Philippe 
leather strap and 18K gold buckle, together with Patek Philippe leather box and Guarantee 
Certificate dated April, 1964, Case, dial and movement signed
35mm
$7,000 - 9,000
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PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE AND RARE STAINLESS STEEL ANTIMAGNETIC 
WRISTWATCH WITH ORIGINAL BOX AND CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN
Amagnetic, Ref:3417, Case No. 2605698, Movement No.728646, retailed by Chronometrie 
Beyer, Zurich, 1959 
18-jewel Cal.12-400 AM movement stamped with the Geneva quality seal, shock resistant 
suspension to screwed monometallic balance, micrometer regulator, soft-iron protection cap 
also numbered 2605698, silvered matt dial, applied baton and Arabic numerals, subsidiary 
seconds, circular water-resistant-type case with screw down back, Patek Philippe strap, 
together with original Certificate of Origin, case, dial and movement signed
35mm
$12,000 - 18,000

Introduced in 1958, reference 3417 was Patek Philippe’s first anti-magnetic wristwatch 
produced in series, and made in stainless steel only. It was first produced with the caliber 
12’’’400, and beginning in 1960 with the caliber 27-AM400 until 1969. The watch is unaffected 
by very strong electromagnetic interference up to 450 oersteds,. The reference 3417 is a “tool 
watch”, a purpose specific watch which is uncommon for a high end watchmaker such as 
Patek Phillipe. It ws produce in a era which was obsessed with new Scientific experiments and 
the birth of the Nuclear age. Other manufacturers such as Rolex with the Milgauss, IWC with 
the Ingenieur and Jaeger LeCoultre with the Geophysic introduced similar watches which at 
the time did not find much success with the public at large.

Two movements were used for the reference 3714
Between 1958 and 1960 the Calibre 12-400
Between 1959 and 1969 the Calibre 27 AM 400
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195
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD AUTOMATIC 
WRISTWATCH WITH DATE
Ref:3514, Case no. 317671, Movement no. 1122982, sold 1965
37-jewel Cal. 27-460M self-winding adjusted movement with gyromax 
balance, Seal of Geneva, circular silvered dial with applied gold baton 
numerals, date aperture at 3 o’clock, subsidiary seconds, gold hands, 
conforming brushed and polished circular screw back case with down 
turned lugs, maker’s leather strap and 18K gold buckle, case, dial 
and movement signed, together with maker’s bracelet box and outer 
packaging
33.5mm
$7,000 - 9,000

Accompanied by an Extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming 
the manufacture of the watch and its sale November 25, 1965.

196
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD MANUAL WIND 
WRISTWATCH WITH BOX
Ref:3543, Case no. 2710248, Movement no. 1159953, circa 1971
18-jewel Cal. 23-300pm movement with Seal of Geneva, adjusted to 
temperature, position and isochronism, shock resistant suspension 
to Gyromax balance, circular brushed gold dial with roman numerals, 
black hands, brushed tonneau snap back case with faceted lugs, 
Patek Philippe leather strap and 18K gold buckle, together with fitted 
Patek Philippe leather box, case, dial and movement signed.
31mm
$3,000 - 5,000

197
VACHERON & CONSTANTIN. A FINE 18K GOLD CENTER 
SECONDS WRIST WATCH WITH HACK FEATURE
Chronomètre Royal, Case no. 368967, Movement no. 509532, 1950’s
19-jewel Cal. 100VBS manual winding movement adjusted 
to temperature, position and isochronism, Seal of Geneva, 
monometallic balance, overcoiled spring, micrometer regulator, lever 
to arrest balance activated by crown, silvered dial, applied gold 
baton numerals, gold hands, tonneau screw back case with polished 
circular bezel, leather strap, case, dial and movement signed
35mm
$5,000 - 7,000

In 1953 Vacheron Constantin launched the first Chronomètre Royal 
wristwatch, also with a simple dial and case design. The watch 
contained either a 1007BS movement (for a subsidiary seconds dial) 
or 1008BS movement (for sweep center seconds), which featured 
hacking seconds – BS referring to Balance Stop. The movement was 
a highly finished Jaeger-LeCoultre 488/SBR, recognized as one of the 
most beautiful chronometer movement made for a wristwatch. Unlike 
the Chronomètre Royal pocket watches, the movements of the 
wristwatches were finished and decorated.

The Chronomètre Royal was produced as a number of different 
references, each with different design variations. The present watch 
is a fine example of a reference 6111, which featured the unusual 
“Maltese Cross” lugs, giving the watch the playful charm that is 
characteristic of vintage Vacheron Constantin watches.

Originally advertised as a watch for a demanding clientele, created 
by the same experts who produced winning chronometers at the 
observatory trials, the Chronomètre Royal is a classic Vacheron 
Constantin dress watch with precise timekeeping ability. The present 
example is in mint condition, with crisp engraving on the back and a 
beautifully aged dial and gold case.
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BREGUET. A FINE 18K GOLD AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH WITH 
REGULATOR DIAL, DATE AND POWER RESERVE
Classique, Ref: 3680BA / 11 / 986, No. 1517 M, 2000’s
Jeweled self-winding movement, silvered dial with date ring enclosing 
off center roman chapter ring and sector for power reserve in the 
guilloche center, blued Breguet hour and minute hands, serpentine 
date hand, circular snap back case with reeded band, maker’s leather 
strap with 18K gold deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed, 
together with guarantee booklet, instruction manual, gold setting pin, 
display box and outer packaging
36mm
$9,000 - 10,000

199
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE STAINLESS STEEL AUTOMATIC 
CALENDAR BRACELET WATCH WITH MOON PHASE AND 
POWER RESERVE
Ref:5085, Movement no. 3111238, circa 2000
29-jewel Cal. 240 / 164 self-winding movement, adjusted to 
temperature, position and isochronism, black dial with arabic 
numerals, subsidiary dial for date incorporating moon phase aperture, 
subsidiary seconds, 48-hour winding indicator, white hands, polished 
tonneau case with circular convex bezel, screw down exhibition back, 
maker’s basket weave bracelet and steel deployant clasp, case, dial 
and movement signed
37mm
$12,000 - 18,000

200
FRANCK MULLER. A FINE 18K ROSE GOLD AUTOMATIC 
CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH WITH PERPETUAL CALENDAR, 
MOON PHASE AND EQUATION OF TIME
Ref. 7000 QPE, no. 58, circa 2008
Jeweled self-winding movement, silver dial, fifth seconds ring with 
applied blued numeral squares, enclosing subsidiary dials for day, date 
and 30-minute register incorporating moon phase, smaller subsidiaries 
for leap year and 24-hour indications, sector for months with equation 
of time, circular case, glazed snap on back, two chronograph buttons 
in the band, maker’s leather strap, case, dial and movement signed 
39mm
$18,000 - 20,000
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201
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH WITH PERPETUAL 
CALENDAR AND MOON PHASE
Ref:3970E, Case no. 2900930, Movement no. 876136, sold 1992
24-jewel Cal. 27-70Q manual winding movement, adjusted to temperature, position and 
isochronism, silvered dial with applied gold baton numerals, subsidiary dials for 30-minute 
register incorporating leap year indication, continuous seconds incorporating 24-hour 
indication, date ring with aperture for moon phase, apertures for day and month, gold hands, 
molded circular case with glazed exhibition back, round chronograph pushers, maker’s 
leather strap and 18K gold deployant clasp, case, dial and movement signed, together with 
maker’s mahogany display box
36mm
$65,000 - 85,000

Accompanied by an extract from the Patek Philippe Archives confirming the manufacture of 
the watch and its sale, June 17, 1992.
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202
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD 
AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH WITH 
PERPETUAL CALENDAR AND  
MOON PHASE
Ref:3941, Case no. 2866907, Movement 
no. 771958, sold 1990
27-jewel Cal. 240-Q self-winding movement 
adjusted to temperature, position and 
isochronism, Gyromax balance, Seal of 
Geneva, silvered dial with applied gold baton 
numerals, subsidiary dials in French for day 
of week incorporating 24-hour indication and 
month incorporating Leap Year indication, 
date ring enclosing moon phase aperture, 
tapered gold hands, molded circular bezel 
to tonneau case with exhibition snap back, 
maker’s leather strap and 18K gold deployant 
clasp, case, dial and movement signed
35mm
$30,000 - 50,000

Accompanied by an Extract from the Patek 
Philippe Archives confirming the manufacture of 
the watch in 1989 and its sale May 10, 1990.

203
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE STAINLESS 
STEEL AUTOMATIC CALENDAR  
WATCH WITH MOON PHASE AND 
POWER RESERVE
Ref:5055, Case no. 4067294, Movement no. 
3110718, sold 1999
29-jewel Cal. 240 / 164 self-winding 
movement, adjusted to temperature, 
position and isochronism, black dial with 
arabic numerals, subsidiary dial for date 
incorporating moon phase aperture, 
subsidiary seconds, 48-hour winding 
indicator, white hands, polished circular case 
with screw down exhibition back, maker’s 
leather strap and steel deployant clasp, case, 
dial and movement signed
36.5mm
$12,000 - 18,000

Accompanied by an Extract from the Patek 
Philippe Archives confirming the manufacture 
of the watch and its sale June 21, 1999.

204
PATEK PHILIPPE. A FINE 18K GOLD 
AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH WITH 
WORLD TIME INDICATIONS
Ref:5110, Case no. 4191354, Movement no. 
3209543, sold 2002
33-jewel Cal. 240 / 188 self winding movement 
with Seal of Geneva, circular silvered dial 
with ring labeled with cities corresponding to 
24 time zones enclosing 24-hour day / night 
chapter ring, the guilloche center with gold 
baton 12-hour numerals, gold hands, polished 
tonneau case with circular convex bezel and 
glazed screw back, maker’s leather strap and 
18K gold deployant clasp
37mm
$20,000 - 25,000

Accompanied by an extract from the Patek 
Philippe Archives confirming the manufacture 
of the watch and its sale July, 8, 2002.
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FINE JEWELRY
Tuesday December 8, 10am
New York

INQUIRIES
+1 (212) 461 6519  
jewelry.us@bonhams.com

AN IMPORTANT DIAMOND 
RING, HARRY WINSTON, 1986 
Set with a square emerald-cut 
diamond, 8.30 carats, G color, 
VVS2 clarity
$300,000 - 500,000
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